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Party, Protesting Pub 

Price Policy, is Packed 


By A. Dean Bell 
Over 1,000 Purchase North and the Pub, aware that 

students turned out on the Mall students are upset about the 
last Wednesday night to protest Pub's prices. Wednesday night, 
the prices in the Pub. Inside the usually the Pub's biggest night, 
Pub "Wednesday Night at was chosen, to "drive the point 
South" went on as usual, with home where it counts; in their 
one exception: people. One cash registers." 
student commented that "it Reaction from Flik was 
looked like Sunday afternoon mixed. The Pub's manager 
in there." While hundreds seemed supportive, or at least 
danced out on the bricks the tolerant, of the party. Rumor 
South dance floor was has it, however, that Flik 
practically empty. management was aware and 

Why a boycott of the Pub? concerned about the party. 
Party organizer David Mr. Schwartz is now 
Schwartz of The Load said, involved in trying to get other 

Jeff Haley, (/.) one of the faculty in attendance at IVednesday's special meeting 

All-Campus Senate Talks B~gin 

By David Schwartz 

The Pub was nearly empty last Wednesday night 

At a special meeting last the Film Department, asked a And while the faculty works 
Wednesday, the faculty began question which was echoed by out these matters througout the 
discussion of the proposed AII many other teachers: "How year, there is another point of 
Campus Senate. The Senate, much power am I giving away, dispute: President Grebstein 
which should be in place by as a teacher?" Peter Schwab has declared that the current 
next year, would replace the responded, saying "There is not faculty by-laws are "inopera
current all-faculty governance much power left solely to the ble,' anachronistic, and at times 
system. It would give students faculty." illegal," and he refuses to 
here, for the first time, voting Bob Stein, of Humanities, accept them other than in 
representation in "all matters found the by-laws to be in need spirit. This leaves the school 
pertaining to the college at of a lot of work. He claimed presently without a clear and 
Purchase." that the section dealing with the binding system with which to 

faculty alone was filled with deal with academic matters,President Grebstein has 
specifications about procedure, matters which include tenure, ~ called the All-Campus Senate ; but nothing about jurisdiction, review, grades, and curriculum.his number one priority for the DC 
or power, while the section The faculty will meet again -< year. Nearly 80 faculty.. dealing with the All-Campus on October 20th, at 12:00 noonIlol attended the meeting, and

:! Senate was filled with in Social Sciences. Studentsbegan to hash over proposed-<c. guidelines about jurisdiction, may attend, and participate in by-laws which were drawn up 
but had little to say about how faculty meetings, according to over the summer by a 
the group would work. New York's "Sunshine Law." committee chaired by Peter 

Schwab and Gari LaGuardia. 
"the main issue here is the price students to organize similar The by-laws call for a 52
of beer. The Pub has a events until Flik makes some Student Senate Elections men'lber Senate, with 29 
monopoly on campus drinking formal response, hopefully in faculty, 12 students, 8 faculty, 
and their prices should be the form of lower beer prices. and 3 staff. 
significantly lower than normal Those interested should To Be Held This Week

The Senate would consider 
bar prices." The "Boycott the contact the Load office. matters such as the grading .By Timothy McDarrahPub" party sold draft beer for Thanks to Walter Dorfman policy; if it was in place in 1978, All 17 Student Senate be held here in November.fifty cents, as Mr. Schwartz and WPUR, Greg Markowitz it would have considered the 
described it, "a fair price." was able to provide an positions, and three ammend "Since the senators aren't 

Short Term issue. Binghamton, ments to the Student paid", said Senate Presidentatlernative to the usual WN AS Albany, Oneonta, Buffalo, andThe party's intention was to dj's. From all sides, the party Constitution, are scheduled to Phil Rheinstein, "they do 
Oswego are among the SUNY make Flik International, who was a success. "The students be on the ballot in the Senate deserve some sort of 
schools that already have such own the concessions for the made their position known," elections, to be held next compensation for their time 
all-campus governanceDining Hall, Campus Center said'Mr. Schwartz. Tuesday and Wednesday, and effort." The new 
systems. 
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October 12 and 13. responsibilities include;
Wednesday"s meeting Pending Executive Commit attending a full day orientation 

resulted in the passing of a tee approval, a number of new on Saturday, October 16 that 
motion by Richard Stack, incentives will be offered to the will include various workshops 
calling for a written response new senators, as well as a and conferences on how the 
from each division in the number of new responsibilities. senate works, and meetings
college, to the proposed by The amendments include a with administation officials;
laws: Among the issues which change in the makeup of the madatory attendance of 
will have to be straightened out Senate, a change in the election meetings; serving on at least 
are: What decisions, and date to April with a Senate one senate committee; and 
power, would be reserved for orientation to be held in the helping to distribute the 
the faculty alone, once the fall, and a name change. senate's budget, which hovers 
Senate begins; how much The new incentives are a first at around a quarter ofa million 
student representation should for Purchase. They include free dollars. 
there be; should the admission to all Senate Currently, the senate is made 
Administration be entitled to sponsored lectures and films, up of one representative from 
vote on the Senate; and how free food and beer at Senate each academic division, and 
should the various committees functions, and tickets to Senate various apartment, dorm and 
function. concerts, including the commuter representatives.

Dick Rogers, chairman of rumored B. B. King concert ttl This will change, however, if 

Conlinued on page 3 
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Statewide Elections-	 Campuswide Elections

It's Cuomo vs. Lehrman... Why to Get Involved... 
By Timothy MeDarrah Governor) and was all over the state 

"Well, I don't know about the rest of making himself and his positions 
the state, but for SUNY, Cuomo's the known. He had broad union support, 
man," prophesised Sheldon Grebstein especially from the labor and teacher 
at a faculty meeting the day before the unions. He got 200,000 votes from 
gubernatorial primary. ; Apparently, blacks and hispanics who nobody 
Sheldon underestimated ' Mario. He thought would come to the polls. The 
seems to be the man for the rest of the list of potential reasons is endless. 
state as well. As expected, on the Republican side, 

Lew Lehrman swamped Paul Curran. 

So what are we left with? $1.2 million 
in commercials vs. $5 million in 
commercials. Against the dea(h penalty 
vs. For the death penalty. A liberal 

I democrat vs. a conservative republican. 
Cuomo vs. Lehrman. Who would have 
believed that last January? 

Left and Right. The difference is 
fairly clear here. But, what difference 
does it make for you and me? And for 
SUNY? And for Purchase? Why don't 
you ask one of the candidates yourself? 

In the next issue of the Load, barring 
any unforseen catastrophe, we will 
feature exclusive interviews with each of 
the two major candidates. Do you have 

So why did Cuomo beat Koch? Many a question for them? Do you want to 
reasons have been offered. Upstaters know how they feel about aparticular 
hated Koch the city slicker and his issue? We certainly do. 
comments in the now infamous Playboy 
interview. City residents wante,d to keep 

(Drop offany question that you wouldKoch as Mayor. Koch changed;his mind 
like to see answered by either Cuomo or too often about important issues. 
Lehrman at the Load mailbox in the People didn't like Koch's style.' Cuomo 
info booth as soon as possible, or slip had eight years in Albany (four as 
them under the office door, CCS 0028.) Secretary of State, four as Lieutenant 

Q: What's the Difference 
Between Love and Herpes? 

By William J. Taylor infect someone else? 

3)What is the best way to prevent an 


A: 	Herpes lasts forever. infection? 

The joke may be bad, but the punch 
 The answers to these questions call 

line is very true. Genital Herpes (HSV for the use of honesty and a little 
2), as of now, doeslast forever. New forethought. If anyone has herpes, or 
-estimates seem to come out daily about even thinks that they might, they must 
how many Americans have it (Twenty be truthful about it and tell their 
milliollin time, one out of five, on partner. People must learn to ask new 
Channel 5 News), but whatever the partners before sexual contact if there is 
actual figures may be, sexually active a chance of an infection through either 
people everywhere are very concerned. of them. If anyone thinks there is a 

From the Purchase student's point of chance that they might be infected, an 
view, some very hard facts must be immediate trip to The Health Center is 
considered: imperative. 
I )Since the average college student is in Considering all the problems that 
his or her early twenties, a herpes could be attached to a herpes
infection could have some very serious infection,it seems a little preventive 
effects on the remainder of one's life. consideration is well worth the risk one 
2)If a person has herpes, is it at all fair to might take in getting one. 

EAST MEDICAL GROUP, P.C. 
"Complete Women's Health 'Care" 

185 Maple Avenue, Suite 111 
White Platnj, New York 10601 

914-997-7990 

--Free Pregnancy Testing 

-Birth Control Counsell,n, 

~Abortion: All Inclusive, low fee, awake orasleep. 

--Daytime and evening-hour appoi'ntments 


available . 

-Complete gynecolgical services 

-Board Certified Gynecologists 

-Community Education Programs: Speakers 


available to speak on health care topica1o looa' 
schools, churches, and sacial service. 
organizations 

-Pdvate, confidential, individualized care 

The Load, October 6, 1982 

By Neal Rosenstein 
Aristotle once stated "Man is a walkouts. 

political animal," (Politics, /)and The past years have seen repeated and 
history has seemed to support this drastic changes at Purchase, and until 
observation. Well, Purchase is not the installation ofan equitably balanced 
immune . to politics, elections, or All-Campus Governance structure, the 
Aristotle " insights, and hopefully the only voice that students possess which 
campus community will participate in the administration must recognize is 
the upcoming Federal, State, and that of the Senate and its organization. 
campus elections as well. An important aspect of the Student 

The importance of voting for U.S. Senate is its financial resources, and 
Senators, or Governors, is obvious, for besides the oppurtunities as a senator to 
it involves voting on issues which touch work on and plan social activities on 
us all: funding for SUNY; abortion; campus (the Senate funds practically all 
death penalty; and disarmament. What student organizations and events on 
I'm going to do is attempt to convince campus) there is the oppurtunity to 
you of the importance in voting in the fund boycotts of the Pub in protest of 
upcoming Student Senate elections. inflated prices, sponsor lectures, and 

Brushing off the seriousness of engage in serious and important 
these elections, or rationalizing that ,decisions influencing Campus policy. 
others will vote who are involved is a True, the Senate and senators must 
mistake. And now, to keep your interest also deal with an incredible amount of 
up, I offer a ,quotation on that last point: what can only be called bullshit, but the 
"We cannot safely leave politics to office is an important one. It is the 
politicians, or political economy to senators who shape the policies of the 
college professors." (Henry George, Senate, and who shall determine the 
Social Problems) allocation of thousands of dollars. 

In all seriousness, the Student Senate All students are eligible to run for 
provides practically the only effective senate, and all students are eligible to 
avenue for participation the students vote. Small voter turnouts mean less of 
have which the administration will a chance of valid representation for 
recognize. It's the organization on student rights. It's as Joseph DeMaistre 
campus which can command attention once said (in 1811), "Every country has 
on student issues, whether through the government it deserves." That goes 
petitions, sit-ins, rallies, resolutions, or for colleges too, so get involved. 

Next Issue of 

THE LOAD 

October 20th 


Deadline: October 13th 


. fund Raisers: 

Now there's a simple, exciting 
fund raising tool your non-profit 
group should know about! 
GOLD C VALUES® Books contain pages and pages 
of discount coupons (representing hundreds of 
dollars in savings) redeemable at well-known res
taurants, entertainment and recreational attractions, 
and retail stores throughout Westchester/Rockland . 

GOLD C VALUES® MAKES 

FUND RAISING EASY! 


There is no spoilage, no minimums, no penalties, no 
time limit, and NO CHARGES WHATSOEVER. And, 
your non-profit group can receive these books on 
consignment, at NO COST, and earn 50% profit on 
each one sold . (Books are valid from September 1, 
1982 to August 31,1983 .) 

ACT NOW!![CICall or write to place your orderC ~~~~e~~~~;;:n from 
914·592·4016 


GOLD C 32 North French Ave. 

VALUES® Elmsford, NY,10523 

!'Helping You and 


the Community" Sponsored by 


II MANUFACTURERS 
HANOVER TRUST______ Membe'FOIC_ 
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Urban Affairs Dispute- Also mentioned in the letter Expanding on this point, 
is that Urban Affairs, "both Weitzman commented that 
nationally, and at Purchase, "interaction between the 
has attracted large numbers of departments should beA Letter to the President minority students; for instance, strengthened and encouraged, 

By Timothy McDarrah 

Dr. Kent Robertson, one of 
the two untenured members of 
the Urban Affairs and Public 
Policy Board of Study whose 
oontract is not going to be 
renewed after this academic 
year, has sent a letter to SUNY 
Chacellor Clifton R. Wharton, 
informing him of the current 
situation in his department, 
and asking his help in 
alleviating "this unfortunate 
situa tion." 

Robertson and Phil 
Weitzman, who also will be let 
go after the Spring semester, 
have already filed a union 
grievance and are preparing to 
file a lawsuit claiming, among 
other things, breach of 
contract. 

The squabble between the 
Urban Affairs department and 
the schooladministration dates N 

from late last year, when a ;; 
. f ~ se rl e s 0 me m 0 s we r e < 

exchanged. Grebstein offered :=l 
the department two options: a ~ 
reevaluation of the department :; 
by outside evaluators and a 
guaranteed one year contract 
renewal for Weitzman and 
Robertson, or inside evaluat
ors, with a two or three year 
contract extension. The longer 
contract plan was opted for, 

/)r . h (' 1/1 H o brrlso l/but only a one-year renewal 
was offered, hence the legal 
matters. Urban Affairs, less than 

This fact is pointed out to years old, can claim over 150 
Chancellor Wharton in programs, a national 
Robertson's letter, dated association, and several 
September 23. Robertson also journals. Curiously, only two 
mentions that the department SUNY campuses offer an 
was not subject to any formal undergraduate major. .. This 
review. "The faculty, students, entire situation is even more 
and deans were never perplexing in that Purchase, 
consulted, and the program which possesses a reputation 
Was not given any opportunity built upon innovation, would 
to defend itself..." Robertson decide to drop an innovative 
continues the "The' field of program such as ours." 

Senate Elections 
Continued [rom page I 

Other upcoming changes 
the ammendment to reduce th include the role of one of the 
body makeup is ratified. The vice presidents. The V.P. of 
new body will be only II Finance and the V.P. of 
members, made up of a yet-to Student Organizations will 
be determined blend of retain the same duties, but the 
academic and student life Executive V.P. will now chair 
representatives. "This smaller the meetings instead of the 
bod y", commented Rheinstein president, and will be more of 
·should help make meetings an internal organizer, instead 
run more smoothly, and should of running the film, concert, 
·insure better attendance and a lecture and other series. This 
more cohesive group." comes along with an attempt to 

"better define" the roles of 
senator and executives, saidT,he other important 
Rheinstein, which have beenammendment calls for the 
too muddled in the past. TheSenate elections to be held in 
V.P. will assume the chair,April , and a Senate orientation 

to take place alongside the 
regula r freshman orientation in 
the early fall. Freshman 
sena.tors would be elected Senate 
within the first week they are on 
campus, and get " involved Elections:
right away with the workings of 
Purchase and its student 
government," said Rheinstein. October 

The third amend ment 12. and 13 revolves around the controver
sial name change. On the ballot 
will be three choices, Student reasoned Rheinstein, because 
Senate Association Incorpo the president usually is the 
ratd, Student Senate and most knowledgeable member 
Student Association. of the senate on most every 

one-half of our graduates in not eliminated." He also 
1982 were black..." Weitzman mentioned that the Urban 
said that the elimination of the Affairs department provides a 
department "shows a set of Iiason, no where else to be 
priorities that runs counter to found at Purchas~,with the 
what the SUNY system and local comm unity~ "Few 
Purchase in particular are all programs, if any, offer the 
about. We're supposed to be community outreach we do. 
dedicated to public service." There are many active 

A committee of students who internships," including an 
met with President Grebstein association with the Ombuds
last spring is having another man office, located in the 
organizing meeting to discuss Social Sciences building. The 

. what, if anything, they can do office would not be physically 
to save their department. It will affected by the demise of Urban 
be held Wednesday afternoon, Affairs , but many of the 
October 13, at 4:30 pm, in students who take advantage of 
apartment S-3-2 . Others its services and participate in its 
interested are encou raged to internships would leave with 
attend. the Urban Affairs department. 
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Court Begins Deliberation 

Over Controversial Arrest 


By Hilton DuBovy 
The case concerning the George and Rita Gentile, have trespassing, and assault. 

controversial events involving been released. Public Safety Charges against Ms. Gentile 
Harrison Police, Public Safety, officers have charged that they were assault and "interfering 
a 1982 Purchase graduate and Were "abusive," and assaulted with an arrest."·Since then, the 
his girlfriend , which resulted in them. However, witnesses to charges, felonies, have been 
the students' arrest last Spring, the incident stated that a Public reduced to misdemeanors. At a 
has reached the courts. Safety officer "aggravatedly hearing in the Harrison Town 

During the early morning harassed" the two. The officer, Courthouse October I, the 
hours of March 13,1982, Public or officers, are alleged to have defendants' attorneys request-
Safety officers, and , later, unnecessarily threatened the . ed and received an adjourn
Harrison Town Police, were couple with billyclubs. Mr. ment in order to file a motion 
summoned to Apartment George was also reportedly for the plea. 
Complex I to quell an alleged kneed in the groin. (Full The State of New York vs. 
disturbance. The ensuing recount and details in March 23 Bruce George/ Rita Gentile will 
events are still being sorted out. Load.) resume at the Harrison 

Since then, the name of the Mr. George was charged Courthouse on November23 at 
arrested students , Bruce with resisting arrest, 10 a.m. 

student issue, and should not orientation , have b 'een For example, the Natural 
be bogged down with the unanimously approved by the Sciences representative will be 
difficult task of smoothly outgoing Senate and will be picked by the Natural Science 
running a meeting, and trying instigated if ratified by a students, and not the entire 
to remain objective about majority of the students who student body. 
everything when he / she has vote. The name change was not 
feelings that are important for resolved by the Senate, which Those intersted in running 
every member of the Senate to reached a split decision, and the for a Senate seat can pick up
consider when voting on such name will now be decided by nomination petitions and other 
issues. the outcome of the voting. related information at the 

Information Booth, or in the 
The first two ammendments, For the first time, senators Senate Office (CCN-Ist Floor) 

relating to the makeup and will be selected only by from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday 
April elections with fall members of their constituency. to Friday. 

The Load, October 6, 1982 
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Holiday Project Planned 

To Help the Needy 


By Lisa N. Collins 
Each year an estimated 2 million 

people are confined to hospitals, homes 
and institutions during the holiday 
season. Many of these people are often 
forgotten during this special time of 
year. And, each year, thousands of 
more fortunate individuals search for 
new ways to make their holiday season 
more meaningful... Ways to return 
themselves to the true spirit of the 
holidays. 

•Poetry Review tn The Works 

By Eva Papp 

With the first meeting behind them, 
the editors of The Purchase Poetry 
Review all assembled and bent on 
producing not one, but two issues ofthe 
Review this year. 

The Review, founded by a group of 
students under the supervision of Lee 
Schlesinger, is now in its sixth year. In 
the past the Review has offered a 
sampling of poetry, prose and a 
smattering of visual arts, but will be 
limited to prose and poetry this year due 
to lack of funds. 

Senior editor Deborah Levy sees the 
Review as "a stimulus for discussion on 
campus lending an awareness of 
broader issues, an expression of the 
historical and social as well as personal 
in artistic form." Because the Review is 
a student and faculty literary magazine, 
it not only reflects the mind of the 
campus, but provides the Purchase Ms. Levy responded, "I'm happy to see needed.................................................•....•....~
........................ 


~ 
Special Offer: 

Free Admission 
With This Ad 

Friday, October 8 
"The Rolls Royce of Rock


'Ii' Roll Clubs" 

LIVE DANCE ROCK WEB.-SUN. 


ROUTE 6 

BREWSTER, N.Y. 


279·7133 

No T·Shirts 18 and Older - Proper I.D. Required 


Directions: Take 684 North to Route 6. Right on Route 6 (or 1 mile, tQ club......................._'............................................................. 
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community with a means to further 
developing an appreciation of the 
written word. 

Lee Schlesinger, ad,!isor to PPR 
. 

When asked how she Viewed the new 
creative writing section of The Load, 

N ow there is an opportunity for you 
to join with thousands of others, in 
spending time with a quarter of a 
million institutionalized residents all 
around the country. This is an 
opportunity to give the ultimate 
gift ... yourself. 

The Holiday Project is a not-for
profit, public benefit corporation which 

is committed to creating holiday 
experiences that nurture people and 
expand their lives. Last year, 
approximately 200,000 people were 
visited by 50,000 volunteers. 

The Holiday Project, which will 
occur on December 4 and 25, involves 
groups from the entire community; Boy 
and Girl Scouts, religious groups, 
school groups, and individuals. 

The types of facilities that will be 
visited are hospitals, homes for the 
blind, and children group homes. The 
objective of this campus/ community 
project is to celebrate with these people. 
The elation that the elderly, homeless 
and institutionalized radiate when they 
receive visits adds to the overall spirit of 

it. It shows respect and support for the 
language arts." Instead of detracting 
from the Review, Ms. Levy felt it would 
swell contributions by making the 
campus more aware of the language arts 
as a whole. Although she was profuse in 
her support of both groups, Ms. Levy 
was quick to point out the greater 
selectivity associated with the editing of 
The Poetry Review. 

. . 
U a stimulus for dtscusston 
on campus lending an 

awareness of broader 
issues ... " 

. 
So, for all the late mg~t poets and 

authors of scraps ?f ~Isdo~, The 
P.urc?ase Poetry ReView IS deslrou.s of 
vlewlDg . y.our wor.k .and pOSSibly 
immortalIzlDg you wlthl.n the covers of 
the next volume. And I.f words elu~e 
you, typesetters and pnnters are still 

love and caring. Most of these people 
have limited contact with people 
outside their particular facility, and 
visits are treasured memories. 

The truly special part of the project is 
making the presents and using them to 
be a part in another person's life. The 
concept of making specialized sensory 
gifts for the , blind is a new one, and 
Purchase students are - asked to 
contribute by making such a gift. These 
specialized presents can range from 
ribbons wrapped around a block to 
figures pressed and molded in paper 
mache. People can also construct boxes 
and fill them with any small, handmade 
craft. Some campus activities have 
already gotten underway for the 
Holiday Project. A Heliotrope and 
Puce is scheduled to be sponsored by 
the Holiday Project, where wrapping 
paper for completed presents will be 
provided and people will be encouraged 
to bring a gift and wrap and label it. 

Delivery teams from Purchase are 
needed to bring the gifts to the facilities. 
The more people who decide to work on 
the delivery teams, the more we can 
VISIt. Also needed are musicians, 

. vocalists and actors to share their skills 
with others. Other ideas for the 
presenttion are jugglers, clown acts, and 
stand-up comedy. Volunteers are also 
needed to cover the business side: 
telephone calls, fund raising, van 
drivers, etc. . 

The whole concept of the HolIday 
Project is to start a trend of empathy 
where students and the community are 
understanding of the plight of other~,
and to show how this experience IS 
transcende'd from a "learning and 
loving experience" to a "full feeling 
experience." 

Interested in becoming a part of the 
Holiday Project? Contact Stephen 
Markowitz, box 1431, or c! 0 the 
Student Senate office. Meeting will be 
held on Sunday night, at 6 p.m., at ?????? 
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The Load Interview 

Talking With Jifll Utter 
By David Schwartz 

~ 

Jim Utter is currently the acting Dean ofLetters and 
Sciences. He has been teaching at Purchase since it 
opened in 1971. and was Dean of Natural Sciences 
until this year. He helped start the Environmental 
Studies program at Purchase. Our inrerview focused 
on the newly created post of L & S Dean. 

President Grebsteinfeels that there is little unity in the 
L& S curriculum between Freshman Studies and the 
Senior year. A re there going to be changes made in 
that area? 

I think that's coming, and I hope that gets put into 
effect this year. That is primarily the responsibility of 
the Educational Policy Committee. 

It's really the Sophomore year that's a problem right 
now. Once you're a major there's not much of a 
problem. We have to have a way of advising students 
more effectively in the Sophomore year, and we have 
to have a little more in terms of curriculum planning. 

I'd like to know what you think about the A 11
Campus Senate. 

Well, the Senate was overwhelmingly endorsed by 
the faculty, and it's simply a matter of getting a good, 
carefully worded plan. 

How about student representation on it? 
Students represent an important point of view, and 

perception. They experience things differently, and I 
think that's very important. I do think that one of the 
problems we've had in the past has been on review 
committees, where there is student participation, yet 

Our attempt to broaden the 
education must be supported 
by the students. 

it's difficult getting students to agree to serve, and to 
show up for meetings. Once the responsibility is given 
to the stud~nts, they have to accept it and really 
participate. 

Tlrat is a problem. The Student Senate has trouble 
rdtinl more than four or five students at a meeting. 

That's a shame. It really is. One of the things I'd like 
to do is have more interaction with the student 
pvemment, in areas like helping support some of the 
lecture series, and n recruitment. 

One of the projects I've talked about is having 
students go to their high schools, and talk to their 

teachers, telling them about the school, and talking it 
up. 

Could you talk about how you perceive the changes in 
the school over the years? 

Well, when we started, the offices and classes were in 
the Administration Building. We ran the labs out on 
the la wn. Then we moved into the trailers, and then we 
moved into the new trailers. From there, we expanded 
into the basement of Humanities. 

Of course, the facilities have changed . The programs 
have developed as well, become more structured, more 
mature. 

Conditions are severe. They 
could be more SO••• but that 
has brought everybody 
together. People are 
cooperating. 

What do you see as the basic changes which mighttake 
place here? 

One of the things we hope to do is increase the 
number of concentrations. Women's studies is not a 
major, it's a concentration. We're talking about 
starting one on Science and Technology, and one on 
American Studies . If we can pull together teachers 
who have common interests and courses, into a 
coherent program, students can take advantage of it. 

One of the things we're starting is more cooperation 
with Manhattanville College. They have courses and 
programs we don't have, and vice versa. If we can 
coordinate these and make it easier for students to get 
back and forth, and have the faculty talking with each 
other more consistently, we'll have another thing to 
offer students. 

It seems that the L & S program is being emphasized 
more and more as the colege grows, though when the 
school was started, it seems like it was dreamed up as 
mainly an arts conservatory school, with a supporting 
L & S program. 

Well, I think that perception is wrong. The college in 
the plans was supposed to be a strong conservatory 
oriented school, but it was also supposed to be a strong 
liberal arts school, and right from the inception, the 
liberal arts program was supposed to be larger, maybe 
three times as large, as . the arts program. Primarily 
because of the cost of the arts program. 

The reason for the emphasis now is that the arts 
programs are at their steady-state level, in actual 
number of students. And Letters and Sciences is not 

growing in the way .that it has to, for us to get new 
faculty lines. So we have to emphasize Letters and 
Sciences. And that's not to say the attention on the arts 
has diminished. But the arts is fairly well known. 

It seems that there has been more bringing ofLiberal 
Arts to Arts students than the other way around. I 
know this is primarily because of resources; the arts 
programs don't have the resources to let L & S 
students in. 

Well, it is a question of resources. It has been a 
problem. I wouldn't say it's caused a resentment, but it 
has caused a dissatisfaction among students, because 
they don't have access to the arts, and it's no real fault 
of the arts p'rograms. The resources are not there. 
Visual Arts has grown tremendously this year without 
any increase in lines . .so space for L & S students has to 
decrease. With V A coming in~e Freshman Studies 
program next year, that will hope~lIy free up the V A 
faculty a little bit, and provide a good, structured, L & 
S intro for the new students. As a result of that, there 
will be some swap. The L & S students are hungry for 
it. 


Is there going to be an effort on the part of the faculty 

to keep the Urban Affairs program going? 


Probably at this point there's not going to be much 
of an effort. The question at this point is to do the best 
we can for the two faculty involved. . . 
It seemed sad to see one of the two SUNY Urban 
Studies programs being eliminated. 

Well, maybe the fact that there's only two programs 
says something about the need for the program. 

When we started, the offices 
and classes were in the 
Administration Building. 
We ran labs out on the lawn. 

There's a feeling in Social Sciences that cuts always 
affect their department first. 

Well, historically, Social Sciences has not attracted 
the students, in the numbers that we hoped it would . 
Part of the problem has been in the structure of their 
programs, and they recognize it, and are changing it. 
You can't have an L & S program without a strong 
Social Sciences program. 

It seems to be a problem with the atmosphere of the 
school that teachers and students don't interact much 
outside of classes. 

That has a certain amount of truth to it. The 
converse is also true, that a lot of programs are not well 
attended by the students. We have to have programs 
that are attractive. We're trying to start up an L & S 
performance series, in which the faculty could present 
some of their work and research. It's being supported 
by the Student Senate. 

It also seems that there's not a common meeting place 
for teachers and students. 

No, there's not. I was talking with Paul Steineck 
yesterday. He had gone to North for supper. There 
were several people there, but most of them were 
faculty. North, at that time, is not it very pleasant 
place. We'd like to see the Buffer opened for dinner 
service. We could have a more relaxing, civil kind of 
supper. The intellectual and social environment could 
be a lot better here, and it's moving that way. 

It seems iike the college is not as divided as it has been 
in the past, that it is moving together as a whole now. 

Well, conditions are severe. They could be more so, 
I suppose, but that has brought everybody together. 
And people are cooperating, and working together. 

To me, Purchase feels like a school of departments. 
Especially in the arts; everyone is in their department. 
and there's not really the sense of the college as a kind 
of community. 

I think at least half of the students feel the same way 
you do, including Letters and Science students. They 
wouldjust assume stick to what they're most interested 
in . Our attempt to broaden the education must be 
supported by the students. It's unfortunate for 
students to stick to their one area of interest. on the 
undergraduate level. You have a chance to broaden 
yourselp, and develop an awful lot of background that 
you'll rely upon in life. 
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Student Life 
I drink heavily and vomit laughter . keep you company night and day, day 

and night. 
I feel a bit uneasy in front ofWelc011le to the Dor11ls Purchase was never built in the early 

By Beth Schoenholtz 
Five weeks now. We've been here five 

weeks, living in the dorms. Eating 
FLIK. I remember the day I moved in. I 
expected my roommate to be waiting 
for me with Brownies and great ideas 
for hassle-free room sharing. Instead, I 
found two roommates, (one of them 
offered my sweating, sighing step
mother a glass of wine) a lot of dusty 
boxes, and because I was the last to 
arrive, I received the top bunk, no desk 
and half a closet. I sulked while my step
mother told my R.A. all of my sleeping 
habits, eating habits and nasty habits. 

Monday night I noticed a group of 
people sitting on the floor in one of the 
dorm halls. They looked bored and 
didn't move much until a passer-by 
needed to move through them down the 
hal!. I recognized one of the people as an 
R.A. He sat against the walljoking with 
them. 

"What do you think of living in the 
dorms?" I asked, pencap in mouth and 
pen poised above my ugly yellow legal 
pad . 

"It sucks!" 
"Aaah, why don't you shut up, man." 

He elbowed his friend in the ribs. "I 
think it's great," he looked at me, 
"except for being tripled. Hey man, are 
you going to take my picture?" 

The blonde woman who was lying on 
her back, legs propped straight against 
the wall, rose and snapped at me as if I 
were the Housing Director. "YEAH. 
They have enough room, why do they 
have us three in a room?" 

"Uh ... I don't know." I started 
backing away and thanked them for 
their cooperation. 

As I walked past the hall bathroom 
on my way back to my room, I heard 
two people talking. Their voices 
bounced off the tiles and into the hall 
through the vents in the door. "What 
are we going to do about herT' 
Pleading. 

"I don't know.. .1 just don't know." 
The second woman's voice was calmer. I 

envisioned her head moving slowly 
back and forth. "They said we'd be de
tripled in a week, but who knows?" I 
heard the jangling sond of a shower 
curtain being opened or closed. "Shit! 
Why can't the damned cleaning lady 
scrub these curtains?!" 

I stepped out of the way as one of 
them burst through the door, clutching 

these dark strangers who seem 

a bit too religious for me. 


If I talk loudly or say 

something even remotely different, 

they frown and look away. 


They are not my friends . 


The~ are no~ even worth . 

a pOint of view. 


toothpaste, soap and showercap. aob Gosse B-157 

70's, you know. It just sort of multiplied 
and became. First there were two 
bricks, then four, then eight, etc.. 
Pretty soon there were so many they 
called it a schoo!. (Bricks mUltiply 
almost as fast as Tribbl~, you know, 
and all they eat are student dollars and a 
few pencils, too.) 

When you are finally paroled you 
might get to paint a brick, but knowing 
the way bricks are, it would probably 

~------------------------------------------------------------~I eat your paintbrush. 

2. ',,; id.e. dSSor-t mc1!t, 
of ac.i..lvi-t ies in 
whie h t o 'b .:"e pa!!', . 
1-:1 <0 1''' ar'e Some 

s~,e5tioN:; 

~ 
.. ,!~~ 

, . \Jll\ 
. ;,;, ~I .'

",; " i~~ 
r I ( I~.! . ~ -:"2 

~ 
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A-B wing was quiet on Sunday at 
Five. I strolled along the different halls, 
hands in my pockets. There were 
messages on bulletin boards ... 

"Why is there so much homophobia! 
Gays are people, too!" 

"How much wood would a 
woodchuck chuck, if a woodchuck 
could chuck wood?" 

On a rounded, orange suite 
wall.. ...The B-1 Bombers" 

"Too Drunk to Funk" 
I entered a new hall and found poems 

tacked on doors and bulletin boards ... 

And another... 

WELCOME! Or (Ode to a Brick) 
Fellow inmates at Purchase Prison. 

Most of you have been sentenced for 4 
years, more or less (probably more) . 
Unless you are one of the few who 
escape (to other schools or back home , 
to your home-town prison), be prepared 
for a long stay. You will have bricks to 

BRICKHEADS UNITE! 

Cindy Peters, 

I asked myself why I didn't put some 
of my poems up on bulletin boards. I 
decided I would, tomorrow. I asked the 
authors if I could use their poems in this 
article. I walked into a non-labeled 
bathroom and met a guy with a towel 
around his waist. I asked him what he 
thought about the firecrackers that had 
ben dropped into the dining-hall during 
meal times. He said, "The fuckin' jerks 
who threw them don't belong in college, 
they belong in high schoo!." 

I headed back to my floor, passing a 
wall that had dwarves painted on it. As I 
climbed the stairs to my hall, I heard 
loud music and laughter. The door to 
the hall suite was open and one M the 
guys who lived there was standing in the 
doorway, surveying the new 
arrangement of furniture he'd spent the 
afternoon perfecting. "What do you 
think?" He led me into the room and 
motioned for me to sit down. 

"Looks great! I love it." I nodded. 
"Why don't you come down tonight. 

The whole hall be be here. We've got 
caviar." 

"Oh yeah? What's going on?" 
"Just the usual shit. Hangin' out." 

WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S 

HEALTH ORGANIZATION 


* Free Pregnancy Testing 
* Birth Control Services 
* VD Testing and Treatment . 
* Problem Pregnancy Counseling 
* Abortion Services 
* Routine Gynecological Exams 

Office Hours 

Mon.-Fri. 9-5 


Sat. 7:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m. 

All services are completely confidential 


20 Church Street, White Plains (near Macy's) 

761-9200 


Do you want to earn some extra money? 
If you are a healthy male 

between the ages of 18 and 40 
an" would like to participate 

in clinical research; 
for more information Call 

The Center for 
Clinical Pharmacology 

914-347-3500 

.~ 
OfW6TCNESTD .1tIC 

IdnIadon Uae 
(914) 948-5W 

• Family 'Plannini 
• Contraception 
• Prepancy TIItina 
• Pnpancy eow.... 
• Abortion Ref..... 
.V......... .,..... 

• VOluntary'St.iIution 
• Infertility 
• S.X Education 

A confidential and free service 

Planned Parenthood of ~r. 
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ARTS 
Previews and reviews of performances,FOCUS 
exhibits. records. and books 

•Dexter Gordon Here In Concert 

By John Gray 

The time: 8:00. The date: October The good times were coming to an 
15th, a Friday. The place: the Center for end, as his heroin addiction became 
the Arts. You watch as the rhythm worse . Unable to avoid the 
section walks on, wondering how he'll Iphenomenon which seemed to possess 
sound. After all, he's 59 now and he's . most musicians of that era, Dexter 
cancelled out on his last few gigs due to found himself getting more and more 
illness. Out he comes, wielding his tenor hooked. He was imprisoned in 1953. 
as if it were a shiny plaything. He takes When he got out, two years later, he 
his time getting to the microphone, found that Bebop had given way to a 
letting his 6' 5" frame register a presence cool West Coast sound. When he went 
which is as much a trademark as his to New York in 1960, he found that his 
saxophone style. He welcomes the cabaret card, needed to play in clubs, 
audience with a few jaunty remarks, his had been suspended. This development 
voice, like his playing, a mixture of meant virtual starvation for Dexter. So 
molasses and gravel. He counts off the when an offer to play a month in 
band for the first tune, and all worries England came, he made his first trip to 
are dispelled as that famous tone, the Europe. Returning to America 
relaxed, behind-the-beat style of Lester reinforced his belief that Europe was a 
Young, and the more aggressive "cry" of better place to be. The angry cry of Free 
Charlie Parker, are heard once again. Jazz, black nationalism, and the 

Born in 1923 in Watts, Dexter Keith overwhelming popularity of rock 
Gordon was introduced to music early. music, made Dexter's easy warmth 
His father, a well-known doctor, seem anachronistic. He emigrated to 
counted among his patients Duke Copenhagen, and found a permanent 
Ellington and Lionel Hampton, and home there in 1968. 
encouraged young Dexter's musical In 1976, he left his famous ha unt, the 
studies, which he began at age 13. At 17, Cafe Montmartre, for a week at the 
he took up the tenor and dropped out of Village Vanguard. A hero's welcome 
high school to join a local band. A few convinced him that maybe it was the 
months later he receive a call from the right time to come home. He did just 
Lionel Hampton Big Band and he was that in 1977, a nd a well-publicized series 
off. He remained with the band from of albums for Columbia gave him the 
1940-1943. recognition denied him for so many 

His real musical awakening was to years . 
come with the famous Billy Eckstine big Since his return , his appearances in 
band, in 1944-45, with personnel like the New York area have been erratic, to 
Gene Ammons, Sonny Stitt, Leo say the least. That is why his appearance 
Parker, Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, at Purchase is such a special one. 
and Fats Navarro. Talk about a It is good to see the Center for the 
baptism by fire! In 1945 he moved to Arts finally acknowledge America's 
New York, becoming a fixture in 57nd' classical music, even if the music school 
Street clubs. Bebop was king and its won't. Let's hope that such an 
stars were Diz and Bird. Dexter was auspicious' start is supported and is 
playing in their groups, and leading his allowed to continue. Ticket information 
own by the time he was 22. in the calendar. 

Jazz Duo Set For Theater H 

By John Gray 

Hines or blues players like Lightnin'
"You can't classify music in words Hopkins and John Lee Hooker. Their 

jazz, swing, Dixieland, elc., it's just improvisatory freedom contrasted 
forms of music; people have different greatly with his disciplined classical 
conceptions and different ways of studies and the role of the cello in jazz
presenting things. Personally, I like to had yet to be defined. So, lacking role 
call it music. " models, he enrolled in the Manhattan 

-Charlie Parker School of Music in 1968 to further his 
This is an apt description of the classical studies. By the time of his 

philosophy guiding this duo's work . graduation in 1972, David had still not 
Having worked together for the last improved, but his interest in jazz 
couple of years, they now have a remained . He started frequenting the 
rappport which communicates itself lofts where New York's bourgening 
almost instantly. They play with an ease New Jazz scene had found a home. 
that often belies the difficulty of their Sitting in with avante-garde 
music. Synthesizing elements ot: 20th vibraphonist Gunter Hanipel's band led 
century classical music with avante to a year and a half long relationship 
garde jazz styles, as well as profound which produced four albums on 
blues influences, these two create a Hanipel's own label, Booth. 
music both challenging and enjoyable. This time also helped Eyges to clarify 

Thirty-one year old cellist David his own goals. Deciding that neither the 
Eyges (pronounced Eye-ius) grew up in rigidness of classical music nor the 
the Boston area studying classical music cathartic freedom of Hanipel's group 
and listening to jazz. He was able to fulfilled his needs, Eyges started leading 
sneak into clubs where he heard pianists his own groups and producing his own 
like Chick Corea and Earl "Fatha" albums. 

Dexter Gordon, considered by man to be the greatest living tenor sax player, will 
appear here on Friday, October 15th, in the Center for the Arts. 

--;-;:---:-:-;-:__~-:-:-_________ Lancaster 

Enter reed player Byard Lancaster. 
An estalished figure on the New Jazz 
scene, Byard has played with such 
diverse player/ innovators as Sunny 
Murray, Dave Burrell, Archie Shepp 
Roland Kirk, Doug Hammond and 
Ronald Shannon Jackson. With such a 
diversity of experiences and playing 
abilities, Byard's compatibility with 
David was and is unquestionable . As 
committed to avoiding pigeon-holing as 
he is to his music, Byard practices five 
hours a day a day, three on his flute . 
He's also working in a degree in 
performance from Howard University's 
College Without Walls Program. 
Despite all these activities, Byard still 
fmds time to tour Europe. rehearse with 
David for their own national tours. and 
hone his already prodigious reed 
technique. 

That is why when these two play it 
seems as if they've been doing it all of 
their lives. The David Eyges-Byard 

Duo will be a p pea ri ng in 
j)m'id F~'p;t's lI'il/ a/>/JI'ar willi RW/I'{I Theater H on Monday October 18th at 
1.nJ/('{/sln ill s/>{'('ial ('OJ/UTI lin;'. 8:00 with a discussion to follow the 

concert. Donation is $1.00 with an I D. 
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like pre-taped t.v. programs or 
recordings that have had all the 
mistakes edited out. A poetry reading Edward Field Opens Poet Series can shock you, like holding onto a live 

By Caroline Howard 

The Visiting Writers Series had its 
debut September 22, when the poet 
Edward Field gave a reading from his 
work. Harry Stessel, Lee Schlesinger 
and Bruce Brooks, the innovators of the 
V.W.S., hope this new series will 
accomplish two things: create more of a 
community feeling at Purchase and 
expose Purchase to the varied literary 
happenings going on in America. 

Stessel, Schlesinger and Brooks feel 
that there are not enough intellectual 
happenings on campus to draw 
professors, students and staff together 
into a community. Dr. Stessel hopes 
that the V. W.S. will draw a large diverse 
crowd to the readings, especially 
professors and staff members who, 
since they do not live on campus, 
seldom take part in such activities. 

The series is also intended to expose 
Purchase to the American literary 
scene, taking advantage of the College's 
proximity to Manhattan. "There is so 
much going on in poetry at this time, 
and almost every writer passes through 
NYC at least once a year. We should use 
our location to our best advantage." 

The Student Senate has given the 
V. W .S. $1,320 for the school year. That 
money will cover the fees of at least 
three writers. The next poet scheduled is 
Howard Nemerov on December 2. Mr. 
Nemerov teaches at Yale University and 
is considered by many to be the "grand 
old man of American poetry." 

The V.W.S. will be centered around 
poetry, which Dr. Stessel feels is now in 
its Elizabethan Age in America. "A 
reading by a live poet has an excitement 
that just doesn't exist in the kind of 
canned enertainment that we're used to, 

Visiting Artists To Speak 

By Sheila Bermel 

The Visiting Artist Lecture Series for thinking, he showed a series of wall 
the fall semester is presenting renowned sculptures that were trapezoidal boxes. 
artists in a variety of media . Margot The doors on these forms would open 
Lovejoy, Assistant Professor of Visual and one could see geometric shapes 
Arts, with aids from the National arranged inside. They were done by wax 
Endowment for the Arts and Student cost casting and the use of mixing 
Association, has coordinated the series. metals was very effective. For example, 
The lectures, open to all students, will one sculpture was a bronze box and 
be held every Tuesday in the V:A. inside the foreground and shapes were 
Building Room 1016 from 11 :30 to aluminum. I got the feeling of being in 
12:30. an enclosed room surrounded by 

Last Tuesday, September 21st, massi ve forms . Even t ua 11 y he 
marked the beginning, with guest artist eliminated the door and became more 
Herk Van Tongeran. Raised in concerned with the perspective of the 
Colorado, he received his MFA in plane and shapes, and the light traveling 
sculpture at the University of Colorado through the space. These two concepts 
in 1969. He has taught at the University became a strong aesthetic and still is 
of North Carolina, San Diego State and powerful in his present sculpture. 
University of Colorado. 'He works with the same format 

presently, though in the round. More of 
He began with his early works from these styrometric shapes of spheres, 

his school years . He showed a series of cylinders and squares along with Italian 
laminated wood sculptures, circular columns are arranged on raised slabs of 
curving forms with cut cross sections. metal. The slab and shapes are all in 
Done in the style of constructivism, they three dimensional perspective giving 
were massive forms showing the multi them a real-life quality. Herk explains 
colored effect of lamination. Although his reason for the use of columns with 
they were only 3 to 5 feet in scale, they geometric forms. He often visits Europe 
were monumental in effect. I responded and has a love for Italianarchitecture~ 
strongly to these pieces because of that These sculptures all range between two 
feeling of mass and mathematical and four feet. Although they could be 
structure. This series was shown in the conceived as architecture, he stressed 
environment giving them a natural not wanting his work to be 
look. architectural; he wanted them kept 

While still in school he did a series of small and distant. 
columns combining various metals with He said he was considering a 
wood. His idea of mixed media was commission for a ve.ry large scale 
quite unique. However, I wasn't as sculpture that people could walk in and 
stimulated as they were dull in texture around. Personally, his ideas were 
and conventional in form. I'm much somewhat complicated but the results 
more affected by the col~mns of Indian looked so simple. I wasn't overjoyed 
and Pre-Colombian art. This idea of the about these sculptures, but I was taken 
column became a very constant motifin by his technique of patina. Some of the 
his later works. . patinaed metal looked like marble, 

Still keeping with his constructivist creating the feel of density and mass. 
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wire. Especially today. with so many 
poets out there writirig so much good 
material." 

Edward Field was the first poet to 
give a reading in the series. He has 
written six books of poetry (Stand Up, 
Friend, With Me is available in the 
library) and one novel, Village, under 
the pseudonym of Bruce Elliot. He has 

. given readings at more than 300 colleges 
and at institutions like the Guggenheim 
Museum and the Library of Congress. 
Field has written a documentary film, 
"To Be Alive," which was shown at the 
1965 World's Fair and won an Academy 
Award. Field himsself has won the 
Lamont Award (given for the best book 
of the year), the Shelley Memorial 
Award, a Guggenheim Fellowship and 
the Prix de Rome. 

Field considers his poetry to be "a 
testimony of my life -- a healthy 
excersize like deep breathing." His 
poems are highly personal but touch on 
a reality which everyone can 
understand, since he draws his materials 
from everyday life. His subjects range 
from Mae Wet to the roaches living in 
his apartment to what life would be like 
after a nuclear holocaust. Field rarely 
uses rhyme or complicated stanza 
patterns, those techniques that are 
"insurance policies" for many poets: 
even if their poems are bad you still 
admire their virtuosity. Nor does Field 
hide behind obscurity. Instead he relies 
on honest, delicate and witty 
observations. Field's poems are 
considered by many to be "shockingly 
blatant." But a precise, explicit and 
blatant realism can be the basis for fine 
poems, poems not compromised by the 
frills found in the work of many other 
poets. 

Opening Reception 
Sunday, 10 October 

4:00-6:00 p.m. 

Carol Anthony 

Gilles Jean Giuntini 
Lecture: Dr. Jaimee Uhlenbrock, 
Professor at New Paltz, will 
present an illustrated lecture Don Johnson 
examining several ancient 
civilizations, in conjunction with 
exhibit. Steven Klewech 
Sunday, 10 October. 3:00 p.m. 
Theater H. 

Maureen McCabe Free to SUNY Purchase faculty, 
staff, students, Friends of the 
Museum, senior citizens, and 
disabled persons. $2.00 to others. Harry Roseman 

Katherine Sokolnikoff 
Parlhitn Jllln,hrr Hlmdl~. 2nd or .lrd nrnlul\ A.I). 
M~optll.mi.. From Ihf' ("oUul",n or Ro~ N . 
~tubtrRI'r· 

Leonard Stokes 

Two Exhibits Opening: 

Area Code 914, Area Code 203: 
Eight Artists 

Ancient Art From Collections in 
New York and Connecticut 

NEUBERGERMUSEUM 

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
COLLEGE AT PURCHASE 
PURCHASE. NEW YORK 
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Orchestra Concert to Feature 

Schubert C Major Symphony 


By Elizabeth Gottlieb 

The Purchase College Orchestra will 
open its 1982-83 season Thursday, 
October 14, with a concert conducted 
by Maestro David Gilbert, music 
director of the Greenwich Philharmon
I.! and principal guest conductor of the 
Peking Central Philharmonic. The 
concert, first in a newly-expanded series 
ofsmn, takes place at 8 pm in Theatre 
r. Center for t he Arts. 

The 80-member orchestra will 
perform Wagner's "Faust Overture," 
Debussy's "Iberia," and Schubert's "C 
Major Symphony." The program, 
which marks the orchestra's first public 
performance since Alvin Brehm 
assumed his new duties as Dean of 
Music at Purchase last month, was 
stlected by Mr. Gilbert, Dean Brehm, 
and orchestra members. 

"Mr. Gilbert is one of the outstanding 
conductors in the country," says Brehm. 
He has served as chief assistant to Pierre 
Boule of the New York Philharmonic 
Ind pri ncipal conductor of the 
.~merica n Ballet Theatre, among many 
notable credits. "David is a colleague of 
many years standing, whose friendship 
and musicianship I treasure," continues 
Brehm. "I've played some of his music. 
His profe ssional integrity, coupled with 
Ihe fa ct that he is accustomed to 
wo~king with young peorle, make 
David an ideal cond uctor for the 
opening concert." 

Every concert program, excluding 
one of contemporary music, is now 
required to include a difficult repertory 
piece. Schubert's "C Major 
Symphony," falls under this category. 
Dean Brehm cites it as a masterpiece, 
and the most challenging of the 
program. It is "an extraordinary 
piece ... immense in structure, 
perception, vitality, and in purely 
instrumental sound. It shows enormous 
excitement and compelling artistry." 

Completed in 1908 by the Frenchman 

Theater Season 
Opens Monday 

Mark Zeisler 

On \1onday, October II, Purchase 
lIill ha\e another first as the Senior 
\cling Company will open in (Jod's 
Pew/ill!' Core, a play conceived, written 
~ nd directed by Theatre Arts and Film 
professor Joseph Stockdale. It will 
mark the first time that Purchase actors 
lIi ll be in mI\ ed in "a work in progress" 
!the rehea rsal process ofa new play) and 
the first production of a faculty written 
flla y. 

(j{)d '.1 Pl'Culiar Carl', named after the 
ilTiginal "ti1 le of Francis Farmer's 
~utobiogra phy, concerns the life of the 
actress who worked in film and theatre 
du ring the 1930's and 40's a nd the 
\haltering C\cnts followi ng her meteoric 
risc to "sta rd om." 

Rehearsa ls of the "j)f.Q.d uction have 
,"\olred rewriting, cutting and shaping 
~ very ind ividual production, a 
dramatically different training 
(xpcrience for the actors and designers. 

The play has been drawn from 
massive re search, cond ucted by 
Stockdale and the actors in the 
(ompany, as well as from Stockdale's 
mm recollections of the actress whom 
he knew and directed between 1963 and 
her death in 1970. Involved in Farmer's 
life and interwoven into Stockdale's 
script, is a look at the nature of politics 
in America du ring the 30's and 40's, the 
li roup Thealrc , and Hollywood, with 
its own rules and "politics." 

The production is being designed by 
(i lcnn Devin o. lighting by Brian Nason 

Debussy, "Iberia" is essentially a 
Spanish suite, composed at a time when 
European composers were influenced 
by the Spanish culture. Debussy is said 
to have captured Spanish flavor and 
rhythm more sensitively than Spanish 
composers themselves had done to date. 

The "Faust Overture," completed in 
1840, was inspired by the Goethe 
classic. Although one of Wagner's 
lesser-known works, both Dean Brehm 
and Mr. Gilbert agree that it is a very 
significant number. 

The orchestra, comprised mostly of 
music majors, also includes six alumni 
who will augment various sections. 
Students interested in JOining the 
orchestra are invited to apply. 

An' interesting sidelight of the 
upcoming concert will be the presence 
of Dean Brehm himself, who will play 
the bass fiddle. In addition to his duties 
at Purchase, Dean Brehm isa composer 
in his own right, and is chairman of the 
statewide music panel of the New York 
State Arts Council. He is scheduled to 
conduct one concert this year. 

His enthusiasm for his work is 
contagious. Impressed by both the 
students' willingness to "sweat," and the 
music faculty's professionalism, Dean 
Brehm summed it up by saying, "I love 
this school; there's a helluva lot of music 
going on here." 

Tickets for the October 14 concert 
may be reserved by calling the Center 
for the Arts Box Office, Tuesday 
through Sunday, 12 noon to 5 pm, 
(914)253-5900. Admisssion is $4 for the 
general public, $3 for senior citizens, 
and $1 for students with college or high 
school ID. This year a special 
subscription series is being offered for 
performances sponsored by the 
College's Divisions of Theatre, Music, 
and Dance, A subscription to any four 
divisional productions is $12. 

and costumes by Alison Hublard. 
Opening in Theater B, it will play 
Monday, Oct. II, Tuesday, Oct. 12, 
Thursday, Oct. 14, and Friday, Oct. 15. 
Curtain time is 8:00 pm. 

Black Theater 
Festival Set 

By David Schwartz 

In the tradition of his Beckett 
Festival, and his Joyce: Portrait of an 
Artist celebration last year, Howard 
Stein, Dean ofTheater Arts and Film, 
has organized Black Artists in Black 
and White America, a four-day series of 
events focusing on the position of black 
artists in American culture. 

The festival will augment the Center 
for the Arts presentation of Langston 
Speaks, a musical revue based on the 
poetry and lyrics of the late Langston 
Hughes, It is being performed by The 
AMAS Repertory Theater, one of the 
country's leading black theater groups. 
Langston Speaks will be presented on 
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Mother Werner Goes To Heaven 
By Bill Taylor 
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At times, death is a pretty ironic 
thing. Keeping up the tradition was a 
little blurb on the front page of The New 
York Times last June that announced 
the death of one of the great film
makers of our age, Rainer Werner 
Fassbinder. The irony was the he wasn't 
on the front page because he made 
forty-one features and TV miniseries in 
less than fifteen years, or that he had a 
stronger hand in making the world 
aware of New German Cinema than 
anyone. He was on the front page 
because he was dead. 

Fassbinder was the stuff legends are 
made of, and nobody knew it better 
than the man himself. His Beware ofthe 
Holy Whore (1970) shows as good a 
portrait of the man as any: Three hours 

late for a film shoot, the director, played 
by Fassbinder, barrels onto the set in a 
white Cadillac convertible with no sleep 
and drunk out of his mind. Fassbinder 
immediately jumps out of the car, 
screams at an actress, and starts 
directing like a madman. 

Fassbinder's usual attire of leather 
jackets, dirty clothes, and a week's 
growth of beard was never as startling 
as the man's ability to prod uce. I n a time 
when it takes most directors two or 
three years and millions of dollars to 
make a feature, Fassbinder made films 
so quickly and inexpensivly, that by the 
time a magazine'S review of his latest 

Saturday, October 23rd, at 8:00-:In
Theater B. 

Dean Stein has programmed a series 
of events, beginning Wednesday 
afternoon with two film showings in 
Theater H. The films include Langston 
Hughes, a documentary made by 
Purchase film teacher Howard Enders, 
and a documentary by Woody King 
about black theater in America. The 
films will also be shown on Thursday 
night and Saturday afternoon. 

On Friday afternoon, the renowned 

film made it to print, there was already a 
new one premiering in German theaters 
.From 1968 to 1970 alone, he made 
eleven full length films, more than many 
directors make in a lifetime. 

A member of Munich's "Anti
Theatre" group in the late 1960's, 
Fassbinder was a disciple of Bertolt 
Brecht. Fassbinder's keen comprehens
ion of Brechtian aesthetic is so 
interwoven in his work, that a look at 
one or two of his films could be more 
helpful to a student trying to 
comprehend the late playwright's 
message, than hours with many 
professors. It was from this "Anti
Theatre" group that Fassbinder picked 
the stock company of actors that 
appeared in all of his films, Such players 
as Hanna Schygulla, Volker Spengler, 
and Bulle Ogier, are all familiar to 
anyone who has seen more than one of 
Fassbinder's films. 

Fassbinder's political standing and 
moral conscience were always in the 
foreground of his films. Be it his 
sympathetic but fated view of 
homosexuality (Fassbinder himself was 
homosexual) in such films as Fox and 
His Friends (1974) and In a Year of 
Thirteen Moons (1978), or his concern 
with the current rash of terrorism in 
Germany in The Third Generation 
(1977), he always dealt with his topics in 
an original and, at times, truly profound 
way, 

Accomplished in every aspect of film 
making, Fassbinder not only wrote 
almost all of his films, but he also shot 
and/ or edited some, as well as acting in 
many. It is Fassbinder himself who sells 
Maria Braun the the dress in which she 
begins her career as a whore in The 
Marrige of Maria Braun (1978), 

Now that he is dead, there will be 
countless books, articles and 
retrospects of his work. There will 
surely be thousands of arguments, 
analyses and discusions about his style, 
genius, and world view. It is undeniable 
that in less than a decade and a half, 
Rainer Werner Fassbinder carved a 
place for himself in film history that will 
never be equaled. 

actor Earle Hyman, who is now playing 
Rank in A Dol/'s House in New Haven, 
will lead a discussion in Theater C, with 
Lofton Mitchell. Mitchell is the major 
writer of Bubbling Brown Sugar, and 
now is teaching playwrighting at 
Binghamton. 

There will be another discussion, on 
Friday night, at 7:30, in Theater C, with 
Geoffrey Holder, the famous dancer 
and actress Carman DeLavallade, 
Lofton Mitchell, and producer William 
Branch. 
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Wednesday 6 

8:00-9:00 a.m. 

FOOD COOP COFFEE HOUR 

Free refreshments, coffee and tea. Open to all 

students. Basement, CCN. 


3:00 p.m. 
PEAS RECYCLING RUN 
Come and support paper recycling at Purchase! Back 
of Natural Sciences Building. 

4:30-6:30 p.m. 
VISUAL ARTS RECEPTION 
Reception for faculty exhibition opening, in the VA 
gallery. 

Thursday 7 

3:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 

Come watch the Purchase women's team take on 
King's College. 

8:00 and 10:00 p.m. 
THE WRONG MAN, starring HENRY 
FONDA 
The International Film Series presents Hitchcock's 
only film with Henry Fonda, The Wrong Man. Fonda 
plays a middle class Queens musician whose is 
wrongly accused of a crime. His identity shatters in a 
Kafkaesque tale, based on a true story. This is one of 
Hitchcock's underrated masterpieces, a film which 
proves his ability to express his themes through an 
amazing formal inventiveness. Theater H. One Dollar. 

Friday 8 

All Day 
SASU CONFERENCE IN ALBANY 
The Fifth Annual Ray Glass Conference begins today, 
and goes through Sunday. SASU is the Student 
Association of the State University, and promotes 
student interests in Albany. If you're interested in 
attending the conference, call SASU in Albany. 518
465-2406. 

7:" and 11:00 p.m. 
Film: THE SONG REMAINS THE SAME. 
Led Zeppelin movie. Theater H. 

9:00 p.m. 

Film: TOMMY 

This appropriately timed film showing gives a chance 

to see Ken Russell's enormously popular film version 

of The Who's rock concert Tommy. Russell's 

outlandish , flamboyant style is sure to cause a wide 

range of reactions. Ann-Margret's performance is one 

of the film's highfJghts. The film also stars Elton John, 

and of course, Roger Daltrey as the Christ symbol. 


9:30 p.m.-I:OO a.m. 

LATINOS UNIDOS PARTY 

This is a "T-Shirt Party." Wear your wildest T-shirt 

and win a prize! Campus Center South. 
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Saturday 9 

7:00 and 11:00 p.m. 

Film: TOMMY 

See Friday for details. 


9:00 p.m. 

Film: THE SONG REMAINS THE SAME 

See Friday for details. 


Sunday 10 

3:00 
ANCIENT ART LECTURE 
Dr. Jaimee Uhlenbrock, Professor of Classical Art 
and Archaeology at New Paltz, wi11lecture on art from 
Egypt, Erturia, Greece, Mesopatamia, and Rome. The 
lecture is in connection with the current Ancient Art 
from Collections in New York and Connecticut 
exhibition. Free to Purchase students, faculty, and 
staff. Theater H. 

4:00-6:00 p.m. 
NEUBERGER OPENINGS 
Members' preview for two Museum exhibits which 
open today: Area Codes 914 and 203, an exhibit of 
work by local artists, and Ancient Art From 
Collections in New York and Connecticut, an exhibit 
of work by not-so-local artists. 

9:00 p.m.-I:OO a.m. 
PUR show: AMERICAN CREATIVE MUSIC 
Every Sunday night, check out WPUR 590 AM for the 
best in American Creative Music, with host John 
Gray. Music ranges from Bebop to New Music. 
Requests taken, at 253-9098, or drop a note in John 
Gray's box, 881, or under his door, 0-127. 

9:00 p.m.-Midnight 
COFFEEHOUSE 
Weekly caffeine fix. CCS. 

-Monday 11 

All Day 

COLUMBUS DAY 

Classes are on. Most 'offices are closed. 


EXHIBITION OPENING 
New York Landscape, with work by forty artists, 
opens in the VA gallery. Twenty poems printed on 
hand made paper are presented with twenty visual 
responses. Artists represented include Ed Colker, 
Dean of Visual Arts, and Antonio Frasconi, Professor 
of Visual Arts. 

• -
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Tuesday 12 

11:30 a.m. 
VISITING ARTIST LECTURE SERIES 
Judy McKie will present her woodworks. VA Buil 
Room 1016. Part of a weekly series. 

STUDENT SENATE ELECTIONS WIll 
HELD TODA Y. KEEP AN EYF OUT 
DETAILS. 

3:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Purchase takes on Wm. Patterson. 

8:00 p.m. 
GOD'S PECULIAR CARE: a play 
The Purchase Theater Season opens with a 
written and directed by former Theater Arts 
Stockdale. The Senior Actors will perform the 
this week only, in the Abbott Kaplan Theater. 

8:00 and 10:00 p.m. 
Film: YELLOW SUBMARINE 
Beatles music and voices, plus trendsetting ani 
in this 60's classic. Theater H. 

Wednesday 13 


8:00-9:00 a.m. 

FOOD COOP COFFEE HOUR 

Weekly event. See last Wednesday for details. 


12:00 noon 

GPC meeting . 

The GPC dishes out all money to clubs on ca 

you're interested, it is important to aile 

meetings. CCN. 


STUDENT SENATE ELECTIONS CI 
INUETQDAY. 

3:30p.m. 
SOCCER 
Purchase takes on Bloomfield, on the Great 

. 4:30-6:00 p.m. 
Reception: NEW YORK LANDS 
EXHIBITION 
See Sunday, 10th, for details on exhibition. 
reception will be held in the V.A. gallery. 

8:00 p.m. 

GOD'S PECULIAR CARE 

See Tuesday for details. Note that play only 

one week. 


9:00 p.m.-I:OO a.m. 
WNAS 
Kathleen Abrams will be spinning the discs, 
anyone be there? There are rumors of m 
boycotts if the prices don't come down. Stay 
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rsday 14 

on Ramapo, from New Jersey, a college 
looks surprisingly similar to SUNY Purchase. 

Environmental Awareness Society will 
iI the Natural Sciences Planetarium. New 

are welcome. 

CONCERT 
in this issue. Premiere concert of the 

and the Music Department's first concert 
the leadership of new Dean, Al Brehm. 

.....rnational Film Series proudly presents one of 
or six greatest American films of all time. 
differences aside, we must consider John 

of the greatest poets of cinema, and The 
with John Wayne, his masterpiece. Martin 

and Paul Schrader are just two current 
claim that this is one of the seminal films 

cinema, with its elemental tale of a father 
for his kidnapped daughter, set amid the 
landscapes of the Southwest. 

E-ETER FOGEL 
comedian, performing at the Pub. 

Friday 15 

3:30 p.m. 
SOCCER 
Purchase vs. John Jay College 

4:00 p.m. 
BASKETBALL TRYOUTS 
In the gym, for men's basketball. 

7:00 and 11:00 p.m. 
Film: MISSING 
Costa-Gavras excellent political drama, based on the 
true story of an American student who was murdered 
in Chile during the Allende Coup. The film accuses the 
American Government of conspiring to kill the 
student. Outstanding drama, with excellent 
performances by Sissy Spacek and Jack Lemmon. 
Spacek proves she can play a mature, thinking 
woman, as opposed to her usual psychotic roles. The 
film's plot owes a lot, interestingly, to John Ford's The 
Searchers, which played here yesterday. 

8:00 p.m. 
DEXTER GORDON CONCERT 

I< 	 Dexter Gordon is one of the most famous jazz tenor 
sax players in the world. This is the first in a new series 
of Jazz events to be presented at the Center for the 
Arts. Tickets will be available for students at $9 and 
$7. 50% discount with ID, and student rush tickets for 
$1 may be available, fifteen minutes before curtain. 

8:00 p.m. 
GOD'S PECULIAR CARE 
See Tuesday for details . 

9:00 p.m. 

Film: THE REVOLUTIONARY 

Starring Jon Voight. Theater H. 


Saturday 16 

7:00 and 11:00 p.m. 

Film: THE REVOLUTIONARY 

See Friday for details. 


8:00 p.m. 
GOD'S PECULIAR CARE 
See Tuesday for details. 

9:00 p.m. 
Film: MISSING 
See Friday for details . 

9:30 p.m. 
SHINBONE ALLEY BAND 
Live band, performing at the Pub. 

Sunday 17 

3:00 p.m. 
PHILHARMONIA VIRTUOSI 
Under the direction of Richard Kapp. The 24 member 
orchetra will feature Stanley Drucker, principal 
clarinetist with the New York Philharmonic . Theater 
A. 

3:00 p.m. 

IN GOD'S PECULIAR CARE 

Last performance. See Tuesday for details . 


9:00 p.m.-midnight 
COFFEEHOUSE 

Monday 18 

3:00 p.m. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS. 
Purchase team vs. Queens College. 

.:00 p.m. 	 . I. . i 
JAZZ CONCERT: DAVID EYGES, BYARD! 
LANCASTER : 
David Eyges, cello and Byard Lancaster, ree&. The . 
music is a synthesis of 20th century classic~r:t:nusic, 
jazz tradition, and the blues. Produced by JohhGray 
with financial support from the GPC and ~6ncert 
Committees. One dollar admission at door(~~h ID. 
Theater H :i: • . 

• 	 -:. I.,;".•-,.;, •.... : 
'. 	 . I~~.~. ,I 

. .. ~ 

. . ~.Tuesday 19 
.' ,: f;:1-~: 
):c" ~' . 

11:30 a.m. 
VISITING ARTIST LECTURE SER_~~ 

Perception' VA 
building. 
Martha Diamond, painter, 

8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. 
Film: THX-1138 
George Lucas's thesis film, an interestil!ii~~nce 
fiction movie starring Robert Duvall. 

with NIGHTHA WKS in concert 

Manhattanville are 
mixer featurjog the Nighthawks, in the 

Transportation will 
Details will be announced. Spol)sored 

at 
Manhattanville. 

Special Event 
9:00 p.m.-l:90 a.m. 
MANHATT, 

Purchase and 	 a 
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Interview on Hallucinations-

My Trip Out West... 

By Reid Stuart 	 while some people hallucinate. I find the 

experience a total bore."Last August, UCLA psychologist 
Ronald K. Diegel was kind enough to 
let me visit him in .his study. He was curious about the 
explained that this apartment, which hallucinations of religious cult 
was decorated with Hoichol yarn members, who may eventually see devils 
paintings of peyote visions, was "a quiet and hear voices. It is a status symbol
place to work away from my family and within the moonies to have dreams or 
noise." We discussed psychedelic waking visions of meeting Moon. Aside 
cinema over refreshments, and he said from the content of the hallucinations, I 
Walt Disney's Dumbo contained one of asked whether the condition of 
the finest renderings of hallucinatory hallucinating could be attributed to the 
imagery, and the Peter Fonda movie unhealthy lifestyle of fundraisers (who
The Trip and Altered States, which he suffer from malnutrition, sleep
had worked on, were good too. deprivation, and fatigue) or some other 

aspect of the brainwashed state. 
"Anybody under a lot of stress has

I asked him how I could learn to problems. I've seen alot of that sort of
experience imagery. "I can not advise 

thing with hostages. I worked on the
drugs because the legal consequences Hearst case and with the Iranians. Youfor you could be more serious than any might be interested in reading my book
medical or psychiatric injury. I'm not on hostages when it is published. Many
familiar with eliciting 	 hypnotic of my patients with drug problems or
hallucinations. You might be borderline schizophrenias are disturbed
disappointed by meditation techniques by unbidden images. Wecan teach them
using visualization because here you to modify and control their
would be actively furnishing the images 

hallucinations. A patient can then makerather than passively experiencing 
an imaginary companion shrink so thatthem. Besides, few people 	 from our 
they can hide it away in their pocket.

culture are willing to take the time to 
work with this. Perhaps you could 
consider fasting and flagellation." I asked about his invention called 

Focus. "We don't talk about that yet. 
Suffice to say it's a pair of goggles withI asked about the Altered States of 
individually fitted contact lenses. ItConsciousness Induction Device 
projects images directly on to the retinasdescribed by Robert Masters and Jean 
to give the impression that you areHouston. "That machine is based on a 

medieval torture device. My colleagues viewing an actual object rather than a 
picture. For simulating movingbuilt one to facilitate a free flow of 
hallucinations, we find it best to projectimagery in patients with blocks in 
still pictures and let viewers fill in thetherapy. The patient is suspended in a 
motion. Some people are quite scaredhanging cage. Their body movements 
by what they see. Now it costs aboutare amplified by a system of weights 
$800 to fit a person with a pair ofwhich swing the cage around. After a 

Leslie Kenney, Guitarist, 
Gives Recital Here 

goggles. Someday IItI may have 
commercial applications, but now it is a 
research t091. 

I asked if he had done research with 
adrenachrome or the other 
hallucinagens which Hoffer and 
Osmond described as naturally being 
formed by the human body. "Those 
experiments have been discredited, 
those substances probably aren't mind
manifesting. I am doing research trying 
to find the parameters of nonvolitional 
memory retrieval for programming 
imagery of drug trips. We show subjects 
different kinds of images for varying 
lengths of time before giving them a 
drug. They are trained to report their 
imagery, but don't know what we are 
testing for. For instance, if we briefly 

With appropriate program
ming, absolutely all subjects 
given ketamine will see God. 

show subjects a picture of a human eye, 
which is an emotionally ladden symbol, 
then every subject will later hallucinate 
eyes. 

"We have learned that ketamine is far 
more effective in triggering religious 
experiences than other psychedelics. 
With appropriate programming, 
absolutely all subjects given ketamine 
will see God . With different 
programming, we can arrange that all 
subjects given the same dosage of the 
same drug will not have religious 
experiences. The drug induced religious 
experience is the same as the 
experiences upon which all religions are 
based. But this won't be widely accepted 
iD this century."(For further 
information: Religious Behavior in 
Animals and Man: DruK Induced 

Effects, by Ronald K. Siegal, PhD. 

Journal of Drug Issues. Vol. 7, No.3, 
pp.219-236.) 

I asked what books he has produced 
since his stimulating work, 
Hallucination. "A trade book on 
cocaine is forthcoming. My book 
Natural Intoxication will document 
animal use of hallucinogens. We have 
students manning our research stations 
around the world. Our Kenya station 
was just closed because of political 
trouble." 

I asked why his experiments listed 
data on spectral colors in 
hallucinations, but neglected brown. 
"Brown was rarely reported. Anyway, 
our subjects were trained to report 
wavelength numbers, not color names." 

I asked why drug induced animal 
metamorphosis will often tum a person 
into a certain kind of animal or plant 
much more frequently than other kinds. 
"Leary would have said that if you 
turned into a reptile, then you were 
activating information encoded into 
parts of the limbic system which evolved 
with the reptiles. Actually, it may have 
been that you were particularly 
impressed by reptiles as a small child." 

Before I left he went to a wall of files 
and opened a huge combination lock on 
the only file with a lock on it. Inside 
were comic books. He presented to me a 
Mother Oats Comic. "You may have 
also seen my cartoons in High Times. I 
find the comic format most effective for 
drug education." Dr. Siegal then wished 
me a warm goodbye, and as I went to 
my car he called out from his 
balcony,"Be sure to see the lightshow at 
the haunted mansion in Disney World." 

~,",Il Ne • M e ••• 
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It Isn't in Wyoming 
The Load Office Is 
located in CCS, Room 0028. We have weekly 
meetings, Thursdays at 8:30 p.m. All are 

II welcome. Or call us: 253-9097. 

Peter Burnham 

When the great Spanish guitarist 
Andrew Segovia started to perform in 
the ~cert halls, he was told he was 
wasting his time with such a trivial 
instrument and was told he should take 
up one of the more "well-rounded" 
instruments, like the piano or the violin. 
Segovia ignored these people and 
continued to break ice, carving a path 

.with the guitar. Today Segovia is 
approaching ninety years old and is still 
going strong. 

A student of Segovia, Leslie ~enney, 
is carrying on the master's torch. On 
September 22nd, Kenney performed 
in the Music Building Recital Hall. 

In the first half Kenney played two 
pieces by Heitor Villa-Lopos, Brazil's 
most famous composer. Next he played 
some work by the Mexican composer 
Manuel Ponce, who Kenney says 
"wrote some of the important modern 
music for the guitar." The piece Kenney 
played, "Theme, Variations, and 
Finale," was dedicated by Ponce to 
Segovia. He finished up the first half 
with "Fantasies" by John Dowland and 
three pieces by J .S. Bach, "Prelude," 
"Fugue," and "Allegro." 

After the intermission, Kenney 
played some delightful music from the 
Italian composer Mario Castelnuovo
Tedesco called "Platero and I." Platero 
is the name of a poem by the Nobel 
Prize winning Spanish poet Juan 
Ram9n Jimenez. 
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Kenney finished his performance 
with "Sonata" written by Andrew 
Frank, a professor of composition at 
the University of California at Davis, 
and two pieces by the great pianist Isaac 
Albeniz, "Cadiz" and "Torre Bermeja." 
After the regular program was 
concluded, Kenney played an encore, a 
piece by Marvel Ponce called 
"Preludio." 

((He was told he was 
wasting his time with such 
a trivial instrument ..." 

When Leslie Kenney was trying out in 
a vocal spot in the choir in his pre-high 
school days, the head of the music 
department kindly told him that he had 
a lovely voice and that he should play 
the guitar. Kenney got the message and 
the music world has been the better for 
it ever since. In high school he played in 
rock and jazz bands, but all that 
changed in college. While going for his 
A.B. in mathematics at Brown 
University, Kenney devoted his spare 
time to the classical guitar. After only 
one year of study, he gave his first recital 
in 1975. Since then he has studied with 
Christopher Parkening and Michael 
Lormier and has attended classes with 
Oscar Ghiglia and Andres Segovia. 
Kenney lives in Santa Barbara, 
California, and plans to be back on the 
East Coast in March or April. 
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heater X 
Theater X is the temporary name for our new creative writing section. Four 


pages in each issue will be devoted to writing, ph.otographs, drawing, 

or anything you can think up. Submit your work to us, for consideration. 


Interstellar 
Anxiety 

by a. dean bell 

Drew were waitingunderneath.'Underneath 
all the rest, but I had to make a get-away, slip 

hatch and slide through a little time and space. 
ice fields on polyurethene cushions with 

.......ic hydraulic systems. That was after and it's 
before. So Drew and I were waiting underneath 

the basement singing altogether with ample 
and groans. Occasional screams from a 
rat who snapped, wanted to go up before his 

Boiling point. But we didn't let him, Kacey 
Oliver wandered bars in Syracuse, criss-crossing 

~~one, drank steaming glasses of Bronco Billy, 
hard men, "Wanna Fuck?" But Drew and me 
to wait underneath, scrape a few metal chips 

melt them. Good dripping. I started to heat up 
fast but a gash put me off before it was too late. 
seemed to sense something more behind warm, 

brown conversisio and foreign auto parts 
in my crotch, she exhausted cold little blue 
which invariably froze the hairs of my nose 

.tDatther. So 1 decided to travel, slip the hatch, and 
at some tidal waste on the way back to warmer 

Rdimtes. (very little dinero and gashes all dried up 

.lIOWled in their own 

sunday morning) Gashes. Everybody polling up 
gashes. An but a few that got gashed out and 

rain, thick white syrup on 
face. Sometimes pictures of gashes. They say 

you've been gashed there's no going back. Not 
But I decided to travel. Getting hot too fast and 

snapping shut right and left, closing in all 
leaving little whirlpools of sulphur air 

-",ling up and singeing my nose hairs. Billy got 

Got so 

move, 

down. So 

to 

or 

once but he's still un~erneath, underneath 
wailing. Waiting for another gash. So I opened 

a couple lins muskokie and we all watched the 
blue smoke dance around the room. Gashes 

Ihe liquid mind melt tonight. Heavy on the 
melt, I figured. Figured I'd leave Drew and the 

aIiulesilver momento, something to whittle on 
make people regurgitate a little. Me and another 

vented a little, everyone was heating 
YoOU could hardly see, heat from us 

and ice cold polar gases, steaming right 
between her legs. But then the gashes started 

on the deep freeze and things started to bind 
SlUming worse and worse. And gashes on every 
just laying OUI the deep freeze, rolling it across 
Door like dry ice, just laying there. The smell of 

nylon armor every where. So I decided we'd 
couldn't out heat them, retreat to 

maneuvers, had to climb up high and tilt my 
back,too much sulphur gas laying in low to the 
Drew almost didn't make it, saw some frostbite 

in his e,'e so I tried to heat it up. The only 
we were going to make it. A gash had him 

sol had 10 risk a lot but I put on the thermals 
waded in. Bars in Syracuse drink Bronco Billy 
we weren't that far under yet. So I pulled Drew 

Wayne was glad I did, could've ended pretty 
now I'm travelling. Left the boys 

in gash land to sift through a little space and 
Things are thick up at the front folks, so send 
galoshes for your boy. They're all back there 

buy it. Standing in unholy trenches 
to be popped off. By a gash with a polarity 

valves dogged in the polar freeze. 
to go, one after another, shooting into the 

with spunk left over from the guy before. And 
keep on gi ving it to her until a frenzy begins 

orgies of eating and what was started. Devour 
ga.'lh. And they'll keep on pumping, from every 

until she la)'s dead or drowning in the white 
of unrealized humanity rising about her ears. 

Also, submit ideas for a name for this section. 

--./ 

<;;;~~ 

I ~~ . - ~ -. ~~ 
By Colonel CindersChelllical DUlllPS 

The other morning I fucked my girl in the new 
aparlments. Then I got the water hot and hopped 
into the shower, smelling like some kind of _beast. 
I'm really careful about my body, so I use this soap 
by Yardley that doesn't have any perfume shit in it. 
That junk messes up my skin . The soap just smells 
like soap. So I washed my pits and crotch and limbs 
and lathered up my hair with my special shampoo. 
It's put out by Clairol and has natural henna an_d 
lanolin in it, and some other shit I can't remember 
now. It gets my hair squeaky clean so I don't smell 
like bedsweat. Then I used this gloppy conditioner 
with real placenta in it (wondering where they got it 
and how old it was). That does have perfume in it; 
but you can't escape the shit some times. But I 
figured if David Carradine and his girl huried the 
placenta of their first· son under a tree, it must he 
good shit, good for your hair. 

I dried off with a nice smelling towel, this bitchy 
actress who lives there, too, screeching at me 
through the door; so I took my own sweet time. Then 
I skipped into the bedroom and ruhhed some skin 
cream into my hands and feet and face . It keeps my 
skin soft and only has a little scent to it. 

She and her roommate were gone already, and I 
took my time putting on deodorant (Mennen Spced 
Stik) and brushing my teeth. I smacked my lips 
coming out of the hathroom, tasting that really cool 
menthol peppermint taste. Got rid of the stale 
Millers, and gunk, too. 

I slung my hack pack over my shoulder and hooked 
for the door; but I grahhcd a few chips from the 
kitchen so I wouldn't get hungry hitching home. I 
live in the college sl UIll in Port Chester, a big gray 
dump with a Spanish deli and lilllt' plastCl st.atues. 
The girl statue has a crack in her ass. TwC) cracks. 

I was keling good after porking my girl (with the 
,: _,ual luhed hag, dammit) and the sky was blue. A 
dryer hummed nearhy and I caught a whiff of that 
hot dry laundry air. I walked up the tar path in the 
ampitheater ("[eated by the new apartments . They 
still smelled like glue and paint and new plywood. 
Nice hrand new hoxes full of glue and pailll and 
plywood. 

(Larry Pruyne) 
I reached Lincoln Avenue, that-new gate Security 

just installed , and stopped to look down tile brook 
falling over rocks and ledges below the road. Sun 
hurned off the ripples like... captured fire . It was 
beautiful. Choked with hushes and weeds, it still 
smelled like a chemical dump. 

I walked all the way to King Street, but didn't care 
becaust' the sun \vas hot and I didn't mi nd t he roar of 
jets taking off. But I could smell the hurnt gas after 
they passed 0\' ('[ me. It set tied on my head. But on 
King Stre('lthe stink of monoxide shit made Illy eyes 
water and I didn't get a ride for a long time. Then an 
old bastard smoking a fat green cigar picked me up. . 
He was in a Honda , alllhe windows seait'd , and the 
dilmn cigar smoke almost killed me. Sn1('lIed like 
roasted dog shit. He was coming home after golfing, 
duhs in a plaid and leather bag in the back scat. And 
he talked like a hulldog with a rotted throat. 

He let me out, fccIingsick, at Poningo StIT('1, and I 
slammed the door and trotted across the street. The 
sun was cooking the street and I could smdl the oil , 
in the tar boiling to the surface. It stuck to the soles of 
my Dingo hoots . A cement truck trllndlt'd by and 
farted black smoke at me. God dammit. 

I climhed the stairs of my tenement, smellin!!; the 
pailll flaking off the walls. I slaIllmed the door to Ill)' 
apartIllent, smelling a harsh fake shit _stink of 

-violets: Frank was burning incellse shit again . I 
yelled at him to put it out or I'd kick his face, and 
grabhed a beer from the fridge; Frllit flies were 
hovering over TTly drawer. and a smell of rotten 
tomatoes hit my face. 

I was fcding' a delayed han!!;ovcr setting ill, so I 
!!;ulpcd some Miller , thrcw dowlI Illy bag. alld lay 
down Oil my bed. Thc PIICrtO Ricall cOllpk IInder liS 

were screaming at each other. He kept calling her a 
welfare bitch and shc screcched and calkd him a fal 
trashy street something_ A bang. then a bOltle broke. 
The liS U<l I. 

I rolled OV(T and covered 111)' head wilh my pillow. 
The sheets hadll't bcen washed ill weeb and stunk 
like my body sccnt. But it \vas strange bcc;luse Ihey 
didn't smdllike sOllle killd of beast skpt thnt'. They 
smelled like a dH'lIIical dUlllp . 

The Load, October 6, 1982 
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The 
Alienated 

"

By Ellen Moroso££ 

The young artist sat down with his tray full of 
food at an empty table. He shoveled some non
descript meat into his hungry mouth, ignoring the 
lack of flavor, just looking aUhe colors on his plate. 
A dance student who he recognized as being 
someone who lived on his hall came and sat down 

· acros~ from him and said hello. The artist returned 
the greeting and continued chewing. It was clear to 
the dancer that he would say nothing more; he said 
nothing at hall meetings, he hardly spoke to anyone, 
and he always seemed indifferent to those around 
him. Nonetheless, the dancer made an attempt at 
conversation. 

"What on earth is this mystery meat?" he teased. 
"Didn't we have this stuff for lunch yesterday?" 

The artist, startled for a moment, looked up and 
smiled. He didn't even put down his fork. "Who 
knows. It's all the same." 

The dancer tried 10 think of something to say as 
,the artist returned his attention to the food on his 
tray. Now he picked at a bowl of salad, covered with 
a thick white dressing. The dancer shrugged his 
shoulders and pushed his tray aside. "Listen, why 
don't you talk to anybody?" he wanted to say. 
Instead, he lit a cigarette. 

The young artist set down his fork. "Do you have 
an extra cigarette?" he asked shyly. The dancer, 
feeling almost triumphant, started to reach for the 
package in his right-hand shirt pocket, but then 
pulled his hand away as if he'd been burned. "What 
's that?" he said, pointing 10 the red pack sitting next 
10 the ashtray. The artist smiled sheepishly. "Oh, I 
forgot," he said. The intense-looking dancer 
chuckled sarcastically. "Yeah, sure, I know. You're 
just trying to hoard them. I know your kind." 

The artist was beginning to feel uncomfortable. 
What does he know about "my kind? ," he wondered. 
He didn't want 10 be here anymore; he didn't feel like 
talking to this person anymore. He wanted 10 smoke 
in peace. He excused himself (the dancer appeared 
disappointed at losing the company, but he didn't 
care), brought his tray up 10 the tray depository, and 
headed for the stairs. 

He did not know it, but a young woman at the 
next table who had been watching him, saw him get 
up 10 leave, She had followed him, only to realize 
that he had stopped 10 get one more glass of milk, 
and now she was ahead of him. Shit, she thought 
nervously. I want 10 follow him, I don't want to be 
ahead. She slowed her steps untill she knew he was 
not far behind. 

He noticed the woman in front of him, but he had 
·something else on his mind. He wanted a cigarette. It 
wasn't so much that he needed the nicotine, but the 

·	ritual of smoking helped him to think. And he had 
plenty of things 10 think about. He didn't want any 
people interfering with his contemplation. He . 
began 1O ponder a bout a new project he had to do for 
his Design class, but then he decided he'd wait until 
he got to the ledge. 

The woman ahead of him was following the 
bricks with her eyes as she turned the corner. How 
am I going to get that guy to catch up to me? And 
what is he thinking about? She saw his image in her 
mind as if she had eyes in the back of her head. He 
looked like someone she had loved; with his blue 
eyes and rounded face, although he was quite a bit 
shorter.He had a jacket just like the one James Dean 
placed on Sal Mineo's sleeping body in Rebel 
Without a Cause. Maybe he too was some kind of 
rebeL He never spoke to anybody (doesn't he have 
any friends??) and he walked so quickly as if he was 
avowas beginning 10 feel uncomfortable. What does 

"he know about "my kind? ," he wondered. He didn't 
want 10 be here anymore. He didn't feel like talking 
to this person anymore. He wanted 1O smoke in 
peace. He excused himself (the d'ancer appeared 
disappointed at losing the company, but he didn't 
care), brought his tray up 1O the tray depository, and 
headed for the stairs. 

She was nearing"the door of her dormitory. As she 
pulled out her keys, she thought; I don't know him, I 
don't know how else to look at him! She could never 
get through to hi m, because no one had ever done so. 
She had to give up this foolish curiosity. She was 
eyeing him as an amimal eyes its prey. Sheentered. 

£&J 

the door. He was too far behind for her to hold it 
open for him. 

Now I'm alone, he was thinking 1O himself, But 
I'm going to be really alone someday, as far away 
from this place, ;its bricks and its people as possible. 
He got closer 1O the door, then turned around to see if 
anyone was watching him. Feeling fairly secure that 
he was alone, he slipped behind the wall and 
carefully sat himself down on the ledge near the 
bushes. He pulled out his pack of cigarettes and a 
lighter and lit a Marlboro. 

He inhaled deeply. He glanced across the lawn to 
the other dorm, dreaming about his art project. He 
was going 1O do something special, something 
lOtally different, that would get him noticed. He 
wanted to be successful as an artist, successful 
enough that he could escape from everyone, do 
whatever he wanted and deal with as few people as 
possible. He inhaled, exhaled, inhaled again. Now 
he was smoking quickly, smoking almost at the rate 
of his thoughts. Everything was coming very fast, his 
ideas for his art as well as his thoughts about his life. 
He wanted to be a hermit, go somewhere out in the 
swamps of New Jersey (he laughed), no, somewhere 
farther away, like New England, or perhaps the 
Rockies, where he could work all day long. He didn't 
want 1O be bothered by people, those "people" who 
he lumped together as a mass of stupidity. He felt 

himself to be different from them; he was some sort 
of anomaly. No one else could possibly be like him; 
though he didn't feel above them, he felt out ofplaee 
with people, even with other students. He inhaled. 

And she· was up there, at the lOp of the stairs, 
looking out of a window that overlooked the ledge. 
She was wat,hing him smoke that cigarette, and she 
was wishing she was down there with him. Suddenly 
she knew she did not want to possess him, but 10 
share with him; suddenly she knew they thought 
alike, even if she'd never spoken with him before. 
She pictured herself in her own lillie room, too 
involved with her work to think of anyone else. Now 
she realized that she had something to give. She was 
ready 1O open herself up and share her thoughts, for 
there would be someone who would listen to and 
understand her. All she had 1O do was go out and find 
that person. She glanced at her watch; it was timefor 
a class. She returned to her room 1O prepare herself. 

It was beginning to rain. He put out the cigareu!' 
and stood up, stumbling and nearly falling off the 
ledge as he did so. He went inside and headed up to 
his room to grab some art supplies, saying nothing 
to his roommate. Then he went outside again, but 
something made him SlOp. He crawled back oveno 
the ledge and sat down, despite the rain. Before he 
knew what was happening, he was crying. He felt 
alone in the world. 
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The Leper 
(In All of Us) 

J. T.Laudati 
I'm a leper! Keep away! 

My foul disease you cannot sway. 
For leprosy, like flames of Hell, 

Inflicts upon the soul as well. 
Though oft an ailment of the mind. 

I fear I am this leper kind. 

Keep off! Beware! 
I'm wretchedness! 

Your sympathy brings me distress. 
Enclosed within bare walls of sorrow, 

I yearn today for death tomorrow. 
My Life is wrought of misery 

With dreams a brief hypocrisy. 

I'm an outcast! Let me be! 
Your beauty only injures me. 

For though my wrath giues me 11ain retort, 
My heart's the foul romantic sort. 

When struck by passion '.I' aching uice, 
Its wounds will only mend with ice. 

No! J)on't touch me! 
I must sun1iue! 

You tempt with what I am depri11ed. 
Never! Mustn't! Cannot hope! 

Far better to be a misanthrope! 
To hate mankind, and so reject 

the ones whose scornful ways infect. 
I'll go where love can't interuene 

For I'm a leper! Outcast! Unclean! 

tv 
 The Girl From Iceland 
By Adam Brif!;htman 

As a pathetic turd, • 

W hat words may I use to 

illuminate the world? 

A ny power I have seems negated 

by my pathetic turdiness, 

or so you think. 


You think a lot of things 

but your mind has been slumming for a 

long time, and anyway, . 

Iceland or Scarsdale, 

a fucked-up example of a fat class 

can't hide out in basic black for long. 

Face it, you're a siring of epithets, 

a mouthful of·dirt, a bellyfull of bile. 

I am glad not to know you. 


J)oes it offend you so terribly to allow me humor? 

Must you turn my courtesies into villainies? 

Why can't we play at life like n1eryone else? 


In other circumstances 
I would throttle you wholeheartedly 
Kick you as you lay bleeding 
tear your feeble arms from their sockets 
grab your hair and slam your head to the ground. 
This and more, if only I would not feel bad, afterwards, 
but I would, for I am still humane. 

Likewise, I cannot hold a grudge 

especially such a pathetic one, for long. 

But do not tempt me again, for I 

will turn like snow, 

become ugly. Then I will 

rise up and dnlour your comfortable world. 


The Load, October 6, 1982 
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Untitled A lternating Story By Austin Steele and Keith Lo Bue 
Dear Reader, 

The following story was written by alternating 
turns writing, leaving our partner to choose the 
direction of the story. Maximum effect will be 
achieved if read aloud to friends (simply because you 
don't know what you're saying until you've said it). 
The italics are Austin's handiwork. and the normal 
typeface is mine. 

-Keith 

P.S. This is a true story . The names have been 
changed to protect the ridiculous. 

By the time Marion had finished, sweat had 
matted her sparse clothing to. her sinuous flesh . 
Breath pumped like steam from her aching, 
thrabbing lungs, and her eyelids felt like sandpaper 
against her dry, cracking eyes. 

She let aut a huge gasp and ance again started to 
pick her way through the human sea that 
surrounded her. A small frail woman wearing a 
stupid-looking hat over her balding head stepped on 
Marion's left foot. In one sweeping motion, her fist 
smashed the crone's cheek, sending blood, teeth and 
bone chips flying in all directions, except east . The 
tiny woman lay unmoving on a table strewn with 
second-hand plastic purses. " Well," Marion 
reminded herself, "Christmas rush hour at Macy's is 
no picnic." 

Something further down the impossibly crowed 
aisle caught Marion 's eye. All sound was blotted 

from her ears as she slowly unhooked her hearing 
aid.. .and, in silence, she faught a path thraugh 
intertwined limbs af humanity. The atmosphere 
around her was one of total insanity .. .what else 
cauld it be on December 24th? She grimaced as her 
four-inch heel punch~d through the stamach of a 
tiny motherless infant beneath her. Pressing on, she 
encountered a bald, middle-aged crippled waman 
careening directly taward her in a wheelchair. Her 
survival was imperative; she plucked the steel hatpin 
from her purse and deftly skewered the babbling 
wench through the eyeball. 

People on adjacent aisles began to take notice of 
the riot now in full swing near the laxitive rack and 
the bloodied handbag table. For Marzan it was a life 
or death struggle. Surging toward the informatian 
desk, she collided cruelly into a table corner, parting 
her flesh to exude that red fluid she was so petiified 
of. Pinching the laceratian shut, she turned. As she 
did so., a matronly black waman brushed past her. 
But the scent that caused her to stop was an all too. 
familiar ane. It was her ex-husband's musk ail. 
Feeling blind rage avertake her brain, she seized a 
heavy phane baak and let fly . The binding's corner 
struck the waman's left temple with blinding 
accuracy . Her skull collapsed and fragmented, 
streaming ropes af gare anto the men's underwear 
rack. Seeing this, Marian fell into the arms of her ex
lover. 

"Thank God it's over," she sighed, and fainted 
dead away, blood still spurting fountainously from 
the wound on her leg. 

But the nightmare wasn't over. From Men 's 
Fashions around the corner came a low rumble 

followed by a serzes of screams in rapid succession. 
What happened next Marian saw only through a 
black mist of semi-conciausness. A loud grinding 
snap echaed frantically from amidst the screams, 
and a severed arm, bone protruding like lead from a 
pencil, soared through the air to. land squarely in the 
mouth af a yawning tot. Gagging, the Ii ttle girl 
sprawled to the floor to be mulched under tons of 
scrambling feet. 

The crowd thronged to glimpse the bloadbath in 
Men's Fashians. Turning the corner, Marian saw 
that the store's massive folding machine had at least 
ten customers entangled helplessly inside. Serrated 
gears pinched and dismembered the carpses, sending 
their extremities hurtling everywhere--even towards 
the brand new kinky night gown section. 

Marion and her ex slowly marched through the 
massive maw of mutilated men and women. 
Reaching the escalator that would slide them to 
safety , Marion's once betrothed slipped on a slimy 
green kidney, spilling Marion from his arms. 

"I'm flying," mumbled Marion, just as her cheek 
was snagged on an upright hanger. The right sideof 
her face tore tatally off, leaving red bone prone to the 
azone. The hanger cantinued upward to. sever her 
spinal cord and Ibrch into. the jugular, spouting 
spume incessantly .. . 

Twas the night before Christmas 
And all through the town 
Nat a creature was stirring 
Especially not Marian. 

,1/ ,/1>// / 
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Editorial 

Beneath the Bricks: A Hidden Spirit 

The party last Wednesday night, outside the pub, was encouraging. It was 

alively, spirited affair, a healthy protest, (and a good party). It suggests that 
there is, at this school, an as of now untapped source of vitality. 

Purchase, as it now stands, offers little chance for a feeling of community. 
The only common meeting places; the dining halls, and the pub, are not 
particularly hospitable. There are very few forums where the Purchase 
community can really get together and be a community. When it does 
happen, the feeling is good. 

On these pages, Theater X is providing an outlet for all types of creative 
expression. And it is exciting to see the sudden growth of this forum, as if 
Purchase students had been waiting for a long time for it. 

The Edward Field poetry reading last week was another example of a 

Viewpoints 

good feeling of community. Hundreds of students, and a bunch of literature 

teachers, came and enjoyed the reading, and there was a strong feeling in 
Theater H that night of a college, a place where people learn and experience 
together. , 

Several weeks ago, one went to Wednesday Night at South, and heard 
grumbles and whimpers about the high beer prices, bad atmosphere, etc. A 
little bit of work was done, to organize a protest party, and the next 
Wednesday night, those same people who had grumbled were now together, 
protesting and partying. And many people, too numerous to list, chipped in 
and worked during the party, to make it happen. 

All it takes is a motivating force; an idea to have a party, a'lecture, to 
share some writing, and with this, a true Purchase spirit comes out, 
breaking through the usual cries of apathy, depression, and alienation . 

~"'''.v" r.o.S'II'~ " 

Ltlters, on any topic, may be 
sent to The Load. Leave letters 
at OUT mailbox, at the Info 
Booth in Campus Center 
North. 

Letters To 

And From 


Christ 

rtlt' / o ll (}\\'ing leller II'(JS 

tk'/il'('I'!'1i 10 studenl lIIailho.\'e.1 
lim I\'n'f.; h.l' Ihe Ne\I'l/1a 17 
("ommuniIY. The " Iel/er 10 

killS" Ihal lvl/oll's is /1'([/1 

Itellche(tr response. 

Dear Frie nd, 

How are you? I just had to 
~nd you a letter to tell you how 
much I love and care about 
you, I sa wyou yesterday as you 
\\cre wal king with your friends. 
I waited all day hoping you 
",,)uld ta lk to me as well. As 
e\'cning dre w near I gave you a 
\unset to close your day and a 
cool breeze to rest you, and I 
wa ited. You never came. Oh, it 
hurt me, but I still love you 
hecause I a m your friend . 

I saw yo u fall asleep last 
night and I longed to touch 
YCl ur b ro w so I spilled 
moonlight upon your pillow 
and face. Again I waited, 
wanting to rush down so we 
could talk. I have so many gifts 
for you. 

You awakened late and 
rushed offfor theday , My tears 
were in the rain. Today you 
looked so sad, so alone . It 
makes me ache because I 
understand. As I walked the 
earth my friends let me down 
and hurt me so many times too. 
But I still lo ve them and I love 
you 100. I try to tell you in the 
quiet grass; I whisper it in the 
kavcs and trees; I shout it in the 
mountain streams. My love for 
you is deeper than oceans, and 
bigger than the biggest want or 
necd you have. 

I want to help you, my 
father wants to help you. Just 
call me, talk to me . I will 
wait. .. becaLlse I love you . 

Your friend , 
Jes LIS 

Dear Jesus, 

It was wonderful to hear 
from you. S o rry I haven't 
written sooner but I've been so 
damn busy. I was glad to learn 
that you tried, so often, to get in 
touch with me. Being Jewish, 
I'm very difficult to get a hold 
of. 

I want to thank you so much 
for the sunset. The cool breeze , 
however. gave me a cold and a 
runny nose. 

I didn't know that you saw 
me go to sleep the other night. 
From now on, I'm closing my 
blinds and if I catch you 
watching again, I will call 
Public Safety. 

I was sorry to hear that you 
ache beca use you understand 
how sad and alone I am. If it 
will case your pain, I can assure 
you that I'm not sad and alone. 
I have a wonderful girlfriend 
'and we are currently living in 
sin, 

I do hope that your next 
letter won't be as disturbing as 
this one. It could really put a 
strain on our relationship. 

Stay well and keep your head 
above water. 

Your friend, 
Ivan 

P.S. Say hi to dad. 

Paint Job 

Problems 


Open letter to all Purchasites, 

I am writing to express my 
disbelief at the paint job done 
on the Administration 
buildings this summer. 

On the first day of school , 
after unpacking my belongings 
and leaving them in my little 

brown bric k room, I d rove over 
to the Administration 
buildings to show my friend 
and brother the lovely white 
colonial house that was 
preserved from the time when it 
was a farm house and this land 

we call SUNY at Purchase had Ruach Says 
B'shalom 

Dear Editors: 

Ruach, the Jewish organiza
tion at Purchase wishes you, 
your family and friends the 
very best at the start of a New 
Year. For those of you who do 
not know who we are, Ruach is 
an association of student who 
are interested in Jewish culture 
and identity and want to share 
in activitiesofJewish interest at 
Purchase. 

Some of the successful 
activities sponsored in the past 

... I HAVE. A FEELrNG 
WE'RE NOT IN KANSAS 

AN'ffvl()RE. ... 

political and ethical concern to 
the Jewish tradition. 

We are in the process of 
planning many more programs 
this year. However, we need 
yowinput and assistance to 
make it happen. Our next 
meeting will be a Bagels and 
Buisness meeting on Thursday, 
October 7th at 5:30 p.m. in the 
CCN Fireside Lounge. Join us. 
We look forward to meeting· 
you. 

B'shalom (In Peace) 
Sandi Goodman 

Ruach Advisor 

-More letters on next page 

'"" 

"... 

~ 

for green (in trees. grass, and 

!lowers) and I can even tolerate 
brown (in bricks and bricks). 

, but I like my colonial houses 
white . 

Sincerely, 
Susan Rae 

have been holiday parties and 
dances, informal classes, 
discussions on Jewish 
Feminism, poetry and 
mysticism, communal meals, 
services, films, trips, social 
services projects, internships 
and other activities of social, 
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after his mother who rrpT getting lost in had Craig had a tire iron . Then we went 
Central Park. Her name was Babichka. to Burger King where another minor 
Later I made a movie about her because incident took place and then we went toJan Halaska's Alllerica she was so unbelievable. 	 his friend's house. There in the 

I ca{Jle to America at night. It was my 
first time in the country which was to be 
my new home. The feelings I had, when 
the plane was preparing for landing at 
JFK are almost undescribable. 
Everything was lit up as far as you could 
see. America looked like a big shining 
gold piece. And I felt so free, I couldn't 
believe I finally was here, in this place 
America, where I always wanted to 
come and exist. At the airport I saw 

_ .,awm v ; . 

Two of Jan Halaska's friends: Babichka andErl 

people embarking' for Europ'e , 	 . ' 
couldn t understand them . 

It was February, freezing cold. I knew 
nobody and didn't know what to start 
doing. I went to Manhattan because I 
heard all the skyscrapers are there and I 

always wanted to see them so badly. 
Half of the night I spent walking around 
admiring Midtown . What is Prague, 
Moscow or Paris at night in comparison 
with New York? Just idiotic villages. In 
Prague you find gray policemen making 
sure you don't scream loud, Paris is full 
of overpriced whores, and in Moscow, 
you find starving wolves instead of 
people this time of year. I was really 
amazed and happy. 
r ~ 

-

Th . xt d I h e ne ay appene 0 meet· 	 .. 
Sash Ha 'd fil k h' One time he even took me to hiS home Ina mml, a I mma er w 0 IS . . 
also a Czech emigre, who had a 100 year queens for a kosher dinner. After 
old mother and a six room apartment dinner, we drove around . ?n Q~eens 
overlooking Central Park. He said I Boulevard we got Into a fight With a 
could live there if I occasionally looked . member of .a car gang. We woul~ have

damaged hiS car much m-.2!e seriously 

! made an endless call to the Mid East 
with just a dime. This assured me that I 

. d t just made my second friend in America . 

In March, I decided to go 1O film 
school. Sasha recommended Purchase. 
I arrived here for ani nterview only 
having photographs to show. There 
were three people in the film office and 
all looked strange. One had long hair 
and looked like he just arrived from the 
Woodstock Festival. Another one 
seemed to have a problem. He somehow 
didn't seem to belong. 

"I am looking for the chairman," I 
said . The man who looked the strangest

I	prou,dly sa id "I am the chai:m~n ." I 
dldn t know whether he was kiddIng or 
serious. When they were through with 
this guy Schwartz's interview, they 
called me in and I realized he was 
serious. I showed them photos , and was 
In. 

On the way back to the train the bus 
broke down and the driver hitchhiked 
for help . Guess who helped me rip off 
the cash box? David Schwartz. We 
became friends; he was my first 
American-made friend . 

In September, When school started I 
was totally confused . My English was 
bad, I couldn't understand the teachers, 
nobody would talk to me . One day I sat 
next to this guy wearinga yarmulkeand 
told him that I was from the same town 
as Kafka and Golem . He was 
immediately interested in talking to me. 
He wanted to know about the labor 
camps in Russia . I wanted to know 
what's going on in classes . To this he 
said: Don't you understand yet? This 
school is just a joke. Let's go into a real 
world . We skipped class and he took me 
sightseeing to Port Chester: "On the 
right is a ghetto (not like the one in 
Prague) , and there is a beer distributor." 
Then we drove to a phone booth and he 

basement were six people, four of them 
totally passed out, the others about to. 
This evening gave me an idea about the 
Queens way of spending evenings. I 
never went to Queens again . 

During the first year I encountered 
another individual. This one, instead of 
saying hi, would come up to me and 
pound heavily on my shoulder. He is 
about a ' foot smaller than me and I 
couldn't figure him out. One day he 
finally introduced himself as Erl. and 
told me he's totalled seven cars (lhis was 
a minute after I tipped over his 
girlfriend's VW) and he started to be 
more interesting. He showed me howto 
"shoot" bcers . I could never beat him. 
He almost became my third friend, until 
I realized he favored disarmament. Still, 
we had great times together. Because he 
is so unbelievable I made it movie on 
him called Eri. Throughout the first half 
of the movie he shoots beers a nd the 
second half. he shoots something else. 
(But I cut that out.) 

Meeting all those strange people 
made me realize that I belong here and 
this is my home. I n fact, I should have 
been born here . I wasted so many years 
back in Prague, where nothing much 
has happened since Golem died. After 
that, there has been no excitement. 

Jan Halaska, Ex-Czech 

Letters, cont'd.

Reply To 

A Reply 


Dear Editor: 

I would like to reply to the 
narrow minded Dinah Gieske, 
whose letter was printed in the 
last Load. 

Purchase offers (supposedly) 
a unique blend of lifestyles. Not 
restricted by conservative 
social values, our gay 
community thrives. These are 
people who find certain social 
norms non-applicable , or 
questionable . Logically, they 
refute these . Clearly, this 
exemplifies a significant 
alternative to some puritanical 
values . These values, thcrefore , 
cannot be universal ; nor can 
they be necessarily correct. 

Erotica, when handled 
properly, and nonobjecti vely, 
is a legitimate art form; much 
more one than, say, any violent 
movie, or ABC situation 
comedy. I quote Joyce James, 
Professor of English at Mercy 
College, as saying: ..."They 
'.rotic films) present women 
exclusively as sex objects, at 
times. But so do straight 

10: television shows, like the 

remarkably crass Three's 
Company and Bailie of the 
Network Stars, to mention 
only two of the most 
nauseating examples of the 
genre. I n fact , I would argue 
until I turned blue that popular 
television shows perpetuate 
myths about both women and 
men that are far more 
destructive and potentially 
harmful than those expressed 
in the . more recent X~rated 
films ... " 
... men and women 

. d .. 
are depzcte enJoyzng 
their sexuality, 
comedicallv. · 

.' -
Ms. Gieske mentioned '-'the 

disease of sexual oppression"; 
this seems quite self-
contradictory. Indeed, she 
orders us not to buy Adult 
Cinema I.etters, an erotic, . 
letters digest, BOLD - FACE 
type , no less. She clearly resorts 
to a sensationalist ploy, to 
appeal to every woman's "inner 
sense of morality ." Had Ms. 
Gieske READ the magazine 
before condemning it, she 
would have thought before 
making a fool of herself. 

The magazine does objectify 
women . Rather, men and 
women are "objectified," or 
more accurately, are depicted 
enjoying their sexuality, 
cometiically. This is not 

'If effort IS expended by the 
opponents of thiS mater~al t? 
keep women from app~anng, It 
would result In d.eprlvlOg these 
women of their newly-w:on 

.sexual freedoms by maklOg 
them se~m abno~~al and 
wo~ld belIttle the valIdity of the 
chOlce"these women ?ave fr~ely 
~a~e . (Martha Kirkpatrick, 
..) 

Sincerely, 
M r. Nils C. Bois 
Ed itor-i n-Chief, 

Adult Cinema l.ellefS 

"pornography;" it's comedy in 
an erotic vein. Granted, this 
material is not for everyone. 

. But those who feel secure in 
their sexuality, cognizant of 
bourgeois social-conditioning, 
can enjoy this type of literature. 
A mix of bizarre, lampoonish 
humor, sexuality, and, yes, 
objectification, make the 
magazine unusually entertain-. 

I cannot say that everyone 
should read this . I can merely 
say it is available, for both men 
and women to enjoy. One 
should be able to choose their 
paths freely. The ' .(Jaddoes not 
publish letters saying "Do Not 
Be Gay. It Is Morally 
Incorrect." I n the same sense, it 
should not publish one-sided, 
malformed opinions condemn
ing a legitimate entertainment 
form . 

The Load 
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irut and Us by Albert Fried 
sleep I often interrogate myself. 
interrogation that took place last 

do you Plake of the massacre ofthe Palestinians 
Beirut? 
is nothingto be made of it. Everyone, with the 
exception of Begin and Sharon, has expressed 

horror, shame, and revulsion over it. The 
in his brief statement sending back the 

summed up my feelings as well as anyone 

alo blame for the massacre? 
lbIt depends on the intent of the question; the 

behind the question, as it were. Begin 
such as Til/wI' columnist William Safire or 
,I' eQitor Norman Podhoretz will even 

the Israelis for having made an error of 
nt, an act of stupidity, a mistake. And when 
I Israeli investigation is launched that will be 
'on it will ask. Guilt will then be affirmed and 

menl duly meted out to the offending parties, 
uding Sharon himself. That will be the end of 
government will be redeemed and purified, 

as ours was following the Watergate affair. 
Begin too will go. 

is wrong with that? 
~ in itself, of course. The turmoil in Israel 

Ihe mass protests. testify to the health of its 
. More power. I say, to the Peace Now 

t and those who stand with it. But the 
of blame goes far beyond the massacre. We 

look to the question behind the question. 

is? 
po/icy allowed this cha nce event, this mista ke. 
n? For remember: there would have been no 
if the Israeli army had not seized West Beirut 

after the America n, French, and Italia n 
departed. And they departed because their 
was completed: the PLO was gone. Now, the 

you recall, agreed to leave after securing 
n guarantees that West Beirut Moslems, the 
ians in particular, would be let alone; at the 

least would not fall prey to the Christian 
, their ancient enemies. The Reagan 

On what do you base the assumption? 
On the palpable fact that the administration regards 

both of them, the Syria ns a nd the PLO, as pro-Soviet. 
Both receive Soviet arms and training. Both are anti
American. Both are despised by all pro-Western Arab 
countries. The Israeli move into Lebanon served 
American interests, as this administration defines 
them: But Israel has interests of its own which do not 
coincide with America's, which at times even conflict 
with America's. 

Plea.\·e explain. 
Here we approach the heart of the question behind 

the question. Israel did not invade Lebanon to secure 
its boundaries and protect its people from terrorist 
assaults (these being the officially stated reasons). 
Never in fact had Israel been so secure, so free of the 
threat of war or terrorism . Does anyone believe that 
,the PLO, well armed as it was, constituted a military 
danger to l-srael? No, the decision to smash the PLO 
once and for all was a fJo/ilical one; more accurately. 
an ide(lloKical one. Once the PLO was smashed the 
task of annexing ' the West Bank would be 
acclompished more easily. So would the task of 
driving recalcitrant Palestinians into Jordan. 
Incorporating "Samaria" and "J udea" into Israel is the 
expressed goal of the Begin regime. ' 

Doesn'tthe U.S. oppose such a goal? 
It always has opposed it. That has not stopped Begin 

from going ahead with it; from taking Palestinian land 
and water rights and promoting Jewish colonization. 
If Begin stays in office he will scuttle the Rcagan plan 
for dealing with the Palestinian problem as effectively 

as he has scuttled every other plan, including the one 
signed at Camp David. Like the prophets of old he will 
not be moved. 

Can't the U.S. force Israel to abandon the goal of 
annexing the West Bank, given Israel's dependance on 
American economic and military largesse? 

One might think so. But Israel is a client nation with 
a difference. A powerful American Jewish 
community, concentrated in a handful of the largest 
states, exerts tremendous influence. No President will 
risk totally alienating that community. What is more, 
the Israelis are a prickly lot and would resist any 

. inistration therefore should be blamed for failing 

going 

prevent the Israelis from taking West Beirut. Nor 
American culpability stop there. America failed 

~yent the Israelis from encircling and bombing 
Beirut for two months, resulting in enormous 

America failed to prevent the Israelis from 
Lebanon in early June. America failed to 

the Israelis from advancing beyong the 25 mile 
which they origi nally claimed was their objective, 

on to sei7.e the Palestinian strongholds 
Sidon, etc.) and destroy the Syrian bases. 

• 
accounts Jor America'S 'repeated failure to 

Iht Israelis? . 
must assumelhal the Reagan administration 

IIIInhwed of what Israel set out todo. and succeeded in ' 
vanquish'the PLO and humble the Sy-rians. · ' 

American attempt to dictate to them. no matter how 
great their dependance. And keep in mind the fact, 
already noted, that Israel also serves American 
interests in the region, at least so far. The answer, you 
see, is full of complexities. 

What does the U.S. want? 
To put it succinctly: a pro-Western, anti

Communist sphere extending from the Mediterranean 
to the Persian Gulf. from the Nile to the Tigris
Euphrates. The chief obsatcle to the realization of that 
aim is the Palestinian problem. which Begin's designs 
only exacerbate. The U.S. favors an autonomous 
Palestinian homeland. But the U.S. has said nothing 
about an autonOmOlJS Palestinian slale, and without a 
state, i.e." a government of the people's own choosing. 
talk of a homeland is so much empty verbiage, as we 
'jews know full well. 

Enter the PLO? 
Emphatically. If West Hank Palestinians could 

choose a more"moderate" leadership, how pleased the 
U.S. would be. The U.S. dislikes the PLO almost as 
much as Israel and the Arab world do: though for 
reasons of its own. Even so, the U.S. mights have to 
come to terms with the PLO but for the vehemence of 
Israeli and Jewish objections (as witness the fate of 
Andrew Young, America's UN ambassador after he 
dared speak to a PLO representative). Yet not tocome 
to terms with the PLO is never to deal with the 
leadership of the Palestinian people and thus never to 
solve the Palestinian problem. So there will be another 
war, the sixth, and yet another, and so on. 

Do you envisage an end to it? 
I do. 

And that is? 
A Geneva conference of the sort that was in the 

works back in 1977. It would have brought together all 
the countries in the region along with the great powers 
that have interests there, the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. in 
particular. The purpose of the Conference was to 
guarantee the right of Palestinians and Jews to their 
own countries and prevent rival nations from 
exploiting East-West differenctfs to their advantage. 
The U.S. and the U.S.S.R. ha\'eboth lost vast treasure 
over the years by permittingthe\nselves to be used this 
way. Right now, half of all American foreign and 
military aid, some four billion dollars, goes to Israel 
and Egypt, such being the price of getting them to sign 
the Camp David accord. \ 

What happened to the Geneva Conference? 
It was beautifully sabotaged by Sadat and Begin, 

with the cooperation, you may remember, of Barbara 
Walters and Walter Cronkite. Who could resist 
Sadat's incredible ministry of peac~? His visit to Israel. 
one of the great media events of the day,' was 
deliberately calculated to kill the ;projected Geneva 
Conference. Now don't misunderstand me. An 
agreement between the U.S. and the U.S.S .R. on the 
Middle East would be monumentally difficult to bring 
off under the best of circumstances. There is no easy 
path. no formula, only the possibility of a fresh start. 

So, in general, you are pessimistic? 
Very. This administration will continue to pursue a 

militantly anti-Communist stand in the Middle East, 
arming every friendly country, Jewish or Moslem or ' 
Christian, to the teeth, thereby inviting a militantly 
anti-American and anti-Israeli stand by the Soviet 
Union. I am assuming that the tensions will not abate. 
that more horrors lie ahead. And, I might add, more 
defeats for the United States. . 

Care to elaborate on the last point? 
Not now. The rosy fingers of dawn are beginning to 

light up the sky. Another time. maybe. 

'
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<JlWho wants to go on a pleasure cruise anyway? 	
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, \\ce ' Don't let this scare you. 	 ?

\-".?e\\eA dress for the "back load:" "-() ,\)\)' ' ~\le1' ~-
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Skirt 1: For a hip wedding, I need a .1 ' ~\\C\.\ 	 ,,\1 '( e r '01'~) 
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marriage partner! Boy, girl. ~oy p' '\'" ul ' 'e~" 1\
,0«". . ,"",,"' . ,." , ,,,00'"preferably. Boys are more my style. I like .e \Ol\1.f ," ~e . ,)'j. 0 
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Skirt 2: Nothing like door number 2. Well, 1
€-'- \'l , (1\(\' ... (\ (,(11 t:
amybe a little shorter. Mini. Get it? Mini 0 \l (.01,l(1 ' 


1 
skirt. 	 ,:\~ '<I~~ tl" ~~V ~ \ \\,f, t"i ~ ;.\,,\~ ",--\ ,<0 tl''' \L-oG "~ And of course Skirt 3: Is for all of us used, 

divorced creeps who can't dea\.llove you. I ,.It> C; JI. t", I' ~0- n \l'l 

hate people. 
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V 	 B , not ,.) y an octave
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Mi cky ~~. 	 Debra Heller's my name,
I . ' I 	 Piano forte's my game, 

ml SS yOU. Call me up and I'lI ' give you a fix 


Send me your PROFESSIONAL ·. PIANO REPAIRS. 

new number for 253.5782 

this year. (do you have 

one?) Or give me a buz! For Sale: 1971 Ford Country Sedan, 

253- 5368 Station Wagon. Good Condition. 


. 	 Excellent Mileage. 253-5782. 1uv you always, Oh my l'.lad Max 

True Blue Friend That I could clothe you in soft black 


. 
 leather 
and see you sl<Inding tall against th e sun 

on a treadlt'rotlS stretch of sand in all HEY JOE, 

outback world at least 

Down l ' llder... I got 

YES! YES! It's kinky. it's silly, call it LEGS! 

dumb, 

but dammit, it 's My Fantasy! 

Ahem, anyway, uh, Australia's a little dear 

nowadays, _ . -\ 

so would you like 10 go do Captiva 0- ':.-~ ~ 

. d b I 	 " 0~ '" ~,~,_ . '0 0mstea ...mav e ... p ease, ~ '0' 

huh, huh,' kno\\' what I mean, huh. 'S- 0, -=-'S ':"_~, -;:" 
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hurlmg epIthets. InCldentally, the person ' ~ '\\~ \0 t . ,,\ \" ,,'3.sc. \. 0 -;.. 0 ..:. ., . ~? C\...\~~ '{,\C~\.."e h ((\e\\~ 

whom you called "homo" is not gay, but \\\\'l \t'l' e S\t'3.l~'3.\ y~tC"t11''3.\\' ~ <;.. ,7! '?;,.~ S 7i. ,\\\I£. \\e(.o\O \o{ bot <\~'i 

that is besides the point. By laking this fOT C\\ teC~~" so11'\CC\~te.c.... \..C 0 a ';:; s <? ~ - . <£.~~~ \~\\ ~'i ~e\\\\\~ -' ,\,,~lS \\" 


. . 	 \)C \)t\'·". '3. . '" \S 0 ~ o;:..~ ,,\... ~ ~\e{ ~\\' \\" ,.ie'.\
what tl IS worth, you can get over YOUT \,<l C \0 '{,l<lc:\e \l';.C \\\)ct'3. '?':> ~ ,.- l" .'/Il e 0 0\ CO <\~'l ~ "C p 


homophobia and help to maintain a ott\~t\\C\'3.\\S .\~t\ ve°\' \C. \\ \"ose\ 'l0~'tee -' . . \" co\\\.{ '/Il e<\\\e'> \\\ \ 

cohesive, accepting atmosphere at \,o\l \\\ 11'lt\.... '3.\ct, ~ et\ 0\ '3."cte. \. \ \,\C'3.S \)It ",e\\ ' o\,e\\.'!t\) ?~. Cl 

Purchase. "'3.<lC",, GO\ \. '3.11' \It...\\\~ '3.\\e11'\'.~c \0 \c\\ .... o.'/Il e .~t~.'!t\)-q. '\\ CC~· \\ \,!.,\)


Y,'3.t " CC, c0"- 11''l t \\ 	 \J. . e \ \\'i .I Someone who knows and ca res. "o~ s 11',cs \\,r.'\\~ {t\ct \0 . \\\\t,"~s. '> O\\lC e )C 
r -- -\ - co11'. t e'3. c'l ° ~ 'l0~ "l(.C \\'. (.le((\ to.:'\)0 ' . ' 

, .I ~t\~ctes\ct\c':.ot 11'~;. ,{,,'3.\\ se\'/Ile.?~ G'i\\o\~.\)Cl, \' \e'>\'>' \\ ".I.,to.:,\) 
l\\ c"c ... ,. " O{\\' . ((\"" c'i C.\'3.<lC . \\ ..0 	 . :\\ta \{ee \\.,\\\ '\"'c ~\\ ' 
\c :\\'3.tS, l Tired of the same old WNAS? Well, now's P\,,\\, -'0((\"" :\\ ?~e\t,\ \,\f' ""C 0.0 . 
t\0 -;::s::. 	 . I ' d ('0\\" \o{\ . \\ o· '0"- (e~I

<.L. ('i) your chance 10 escape to a troplca lsI an v oct .\\ \ O{ c p,(l ,
c1: 0 <.L. d d . W d d N' I <\0 r . 0\\' ~{'> T1,e ~1S'o 	() '-;;5 C. on We f1('S ay Nights. e nes ay Iglt '/Ile . <\(\\\\, .. \,\0 'W SO ,_,;,)f. '), 

;,.> %~ (p at C is sponsored by the CD / EF ~o{. 4\: \t, 0\\\\(. ' f,.r-J1't· (lgeS I1~(l.Ll~ 
0-- ('i) ('i) ~ Residential Life Staff. h can't be passed up. <\~{\\\ f'l ' ~ Chi,\t\felllll i sl~~\ ,_807 . 
~ ~ -.; If' Every Wrdnesday, 9-12, in the C-D Il..-U tt£ ble 1°1 

lOf slv.d~"oW ' ~ t\ \ot 
,r ~ ~ 0 Academic Lounge, come hear more CB l (l'l) (l~l~ sC(lle I f,.lle ll cc\'\C . c .... · 

~ ~ appealing music visit a tropical island ,ltl , "lee ' c(lll '\\~ '3.C ~C<ll ¢
If' QI '~ ('i) " 	 •• t' d~lIb lel"J \)C\ \{'l (.,,'3. 

._0 -=' ('i)...., through its finely made exotic, non- ~ \ , \le1es \\0.... SC yoc . y~t 'tJ?,?,.
'% 0- -=' alcoholic drinks, and put a chill on your II \1 'o\\s'3.tey~tC"'3.\?\s \;~\,ot. tOt' 

C;:. ~ <i gill with the best milk shakes this side of \\\t\\)~~ 0\ \"c 11''3.\\~s~\()1' 'z; \\~11'\)\q%'Z..
S%<L QI the Hutchinson River Parkway. ~o :\~11'e t\t\tCsS y,o,.e \\t\ \)0'" :\let \'!I • 

•-' -::.~ Dear Load, ~e'3.se ;.e<l\c.... • \\'3.11'c ~~o<le11' . 1e(l\\~ 
~~ So dere I was! Dallcin ' wit dis cute lillie yoc\t'l .\\c\~t\c '3.t\\\\\e. \I. stOol! \.Sless.j~l 

~ ~ blonde chi('k at da Friday Night Reggae y\e'3.SC l e11'·1)c eo.1bOo \I. "jovhe1' r 
C;; -=' Extra1la.~am.e! :la1lin' a.re~1 good time,!a c'3.C" \,0 . 1 ,/ov1 it. 1'h~:, steP 

<J; know? So we re danclIlg see, and I m \l.iddtes, ~ 1,lle V s 
e~ \ tinkill' to myself, " Hey, I li~lk dis chick tle"! i'l'\~ o.\0'l'\6e\i'l'\d~' "",01

S, klllda lIkes me! or sometlll subllml1lal co"'" ·'I'\ic\I., .\\ 'l'\ee 'l'\d 
, like dat, when she just walks away! In da po"",t we st~ite1S (J\\"j s\l.o 
middle of da sOllg! And it wasn't like she ROb'titie 1,ll1,lli\\ 1eo. 
had to go to da ( '(Ill or nothin', she just c1eo. boo\l. 
fuckin' walks away! "jeo.

1 
c\l.o.se. 

fv1 
')'0 I went home. 

With utmost sincerenes.~, 

A ex-Talbot 

http:c\l.o.se
http:y\e'3.SC

